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INTRODUCTION 
Bulk milk assembly is one of the more important changes in the dairy 
industry since 1940. It is increasing in importance in Oklahoma as well 
as in other areas of the United States and the rate of adoption of this 
n~w techni~ue bas been very rapid. It has been estimated that in 1958, 
bulk milk shipments will exceed can shipments in all U.S. Federal Order 
tM.rkets. 
In Oklahoma, the bulk milk tank truck is rapidly displacing the con= 
ventional ~an milk truck. The first farm bulk tank truck was used in 
1954. By 1957 bulk t~nk trucks were picking up milk from some producers 
in each m.tjor Oklahoma milkshed. 
The transportation of bulk milk grew from the conventional can type 
transportation. Consequently, methods which were familiar in conventional 
,can type transportation were utilized in the hauling of bulk milk. This 
created many new problems. One of the major problems is an equitable 
pricing system. A second major problem concerns the efficiency with 
which the milk is hauled from the producer to the processing plant. Other 
l problem areas include sanitation, quality, and economic relationships. 
This study is concerned primarily with the cost and pricing problems 
of bulk milk transportation which face the producers and cooperative 
1sydney Ishee, Ih! Impact .2£. ~ Handling .2n £!!!.Market~ l!!,-
dustry, Pennsylvania University Agricultural Experiment Station Paper 
No. 2053 Journal Series (University Park, Pennsylvania, May, 1956) p. 20. 
l 
offi©ials ~f the ~entr@l ~kl2homa Milk Producers Asso~iation. Cost and 
pri@ing inf~rmat1on obtd.nel!!I. from this study may be useful in indicating 
th@ m@ans whereby effi~ien©ies may be made in the bulk milk tr~nspertation 
serwi@@ f@:r _J'IJr@du@ers and firms in Oklahoma. The specific areas under 
@~nsid@:r@ti@n ~re: 
1. the @~sts in@urred in the transportation of milk under varying 
©@lnl@iti(QIJ!UI; 
2. Alter~tive ~nd e1uitable pricing systems for the servi~~ of 
b~lk milk tr®nsp@rtation. 
Bll.FLK MILK ASSEMBLY 
Development of Bulk Milk Assembly 
United States 
The use of enclosed tanks for bulk milk pickup at the farm is one 
of the m.mjor changes which the dairy industry has undergone during the 
past ce~t~ry. This method of milk assembly was introduced in C&lifornia 
in 1939. The change has occurred during an era of i mproved breeding of 
~at tle, better methods ef herd management, more emphasis on quality con-
trol and i mprovement in the distribution and marketing of milk, The bulk 
milk industry has become important not only to producers, but to handlers 
and haul~rs of milk, bulk tank manufacturers and dea l ers, process ing 
pl.auts and trucking industries in all parts of the United States . 
. 
Conservative estimates show that there has been a major increase in 
bulk milk shipping during the past few years. A mail survey by Cowden 
covering the entire United States, except California and Florida, indi-
cated that the milk producers and milk receiving plants were continuing 
l to convert to bulk tank operations at a rapid rate. The estimated number 
of bulk milk shippers was 17,720 in March, 1955 as compared with 6,150 in 
May, 1953. This indicates that there was an i ncrease of approximately 
188 percent in the number of bulk tank shippers in less than two year s . 
1 Joseph M. Cowden, I!!!!~ Handling in .!2..2..:2., United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture Farmer Cooperative Ser vice Genera l Report 22 (April, 
1956), pp. 1=4 a~d 27. 
3 
4 
The survey indicated that the average bulk milk shipper sent 846 pounds 
of market milk daily to the market. The average can shipper sent 459 
pounds of milk daily. This would indicate that there was a direct re -
lationship between the size of operation and use of bulk tanks. Approxi-
mately the same re lationship held for ungraded milk where the average 
bulk tank producer shipped 505 pounds of milk daily and the can producer 
shipped 249 pounds of milk .·daily . Bulk producers constituted 19 . 1 per-
cent of the total number of producers and shipped 30.4 percent of the 
milk . Can producers totalsd 80.9 percent of all producers but shipped 
only 69.6 percent of the milk. 
The. majority of the bulk milk was nauled in bulk trucks owned 
either by contract haulers or by the dairy plants receiving the milk. 
Some milk was hauled by trucks owned by cooperative bargaining associa-
tions. There were 231 firms which reported a total of 600 trucks operat-
ing in bulk milk hauling. The a lternate or every- other-day pickup was the 
dominant practice in the Pacific Northwest, West North Central, and New 
England states . The East North Central states, in the v icini ty of 
Chicago, were on a daily route bas i s because of the regulat ions i mposed 
by the Chicago market area. 
Each bulk tank truck hauled an average of 1.36 loads of milk per day. 
This ~ant that about one~third of the trucks were hauling more than a 
load per day since some trucks were on an alternate day basis. 
Producers delivering bulk milk to the reporting firms were paying 
substantially lower average hauling rates than producers shi pp ing in cans. 
In addition, bulk milk producers generally received premiums for the bulk 
milk over the comparable grade in cans. The major reason for the lower 
5 
hauling rates was that the producers using bulk services were large, low-
~ulingQcost producers. The practice of charging producers a flat rate for 
~uling was more common for bulk than for cans. 
Ok~h~ 
Bulk tank usage has increased tremendously in Oklahoma since the date 
of the first i nstallation on June 5, 1954. At the close of 1956, there 
was a total of 402 milk producers shipping bulk tank milk. These pro-
du~ers shipped bulk milk to three centers within the state. 
The fir st firm to i nitiate bulk milk operations was Bolton°s Dairy 
at Chickasha. The first bulk tank in this milkshed was ins ta lled June 5, 
1954, and producers were encouraged to change to the bulk tank. The mar-
ket was small and producers made the change very quickly. During the 
month of June, 1954, 68,590 pounds of milk were shipped . Within four 
months the Bolton°s Dairy received milk from bulk milk producers only. 
By December, 1956 a total of 435,165 pounds of bulk milk was received. 
The total bulk milk re~eipts for 1956 amounted to 4, 724,556 pounds 
(Appendix T~ble 1). 
The Central Oklahoma Milk Producers Association began bulk milk 
pickup operations in the Oklahoma City milkshed on May 7, 1955. The 
trend toward increased use of bulk tanks was sharply upward and as of 
December 31, 1956 about 263 producers owned bulk tanks. During the month 
of December, 1956, 19 .37 percent of all producers shipped 32.49 percent 
of all milk handled in the Oklahoma City milk marketing area. This rep-
rese~ted 5,911,337 pounds of bulk milk out of a total of 18, 195 ,269 pounds 
of milk. The annual totals indicated that bulk milk represented 12.32 
percent· or 46,732,376 pounds out of a tota l of 201,824,343 pounds 
(Appendix Table !I). 
; 
0klahema iimdicated that as of December 31, 1956 about 105 producers owned 
bulk mUk tanks. This represented 8.31 percent of all. the preducers with· 
i~ the milksbed and 17.44 percent of the milk •. Oaly s~ven months ear~~er, 
pX"t!illimlUl\@(H.'S deU.vered 1,258.,763 pounds of bulk milk., or 6.27 perceimt of all 
milk delivered im the milkshed. Eight month totals indicated tllat 
17,068,709 p~uncls or 11.8 percent of all milk was bulk milk (Appendix 
Table III). 
'l'b.e @~1!1ls~lid!atei data for tbe three markets indicate that :the bulk 
t~lll!.k in.dlustry us made ai tremendous growth in approximately two amd, one= 
ulf ye~rs. During lecem'ber, 1956, 402 producers were snipping 9,650,276 
pounds of bulk milk. Tb.is was 25.70 percent of all milk marketed. As 
~llll ~ver~ge for tb.e period .June 5, 1954 to December 31, 1956, about 17.67 
percent of ~11 tb.e milk marketed in the combined markets of Chickasha, 
ijklahomai. ~ity and Tulsa was bulk milk {Appendix Table IV). 
All of the bulk milk. shipped in these markets was hauled !n trucks 
@wned by the Associations and the dairy. The every-other-ciay pi@kup 
Wi\S the @Omml!>n pra@ti©e although th.ere were certain times when it was 
were paying a flat rate cf 25 cents per hundredweight for the peried 
~Y, 1955 ti!> April l, 19560 This rate was ,used regardless of the 
iistan©e hem the proeessiag plants or from the Association headquarters. 
H~wever, after April 1, 1956 zone pricing has been used in the establish-
ment ~f transpcrtaticn rates fer milk from grade A producers. 
7 
Cooperative Bulk Hilk Ass•mbly in Oklahoma 
The Central Oklahoma Milk Producers Association consists of many 
produicers banded together to form a "bargaining cooperative." The primary 
function of this Association is to obtain "acceptable prices11 for the 
fluid milk through bargaining with the individual processing plants. 
However, the Association also performs a limited number of marketing 
functions characteristic of a marketing and ~urcbasing cooperative. 
Ome function that the Associa~ion may perform for a producer is to 
incre~se marketing efficiency. Efficiency may be defined as any act 
wmich will increase services rendered at the same cost or decrease the 
costs for the same services rendered. Larson states: 
Society is iaterestecl in baving the total of .. marketing 
~nd otber production costs at a minimum within some limits. 
Before society can get these low costs, however, it is neces-
sary tbllt in~ividual marketing firms operate effectivelyo 
There is, therefore, a continual effort on the part of market~ 
ing as well as other business firms to reduce costs of providing 
present services, by such means as increasing volume so as to get 
the benefits of decreasing per unit costs, and bringing about 
a better combination of factors of production used. The firms 
practicing these measures tend to locate in areas that permit 
them to operate at the lowest costs, for if they did not, 
other firms might do so and thereby gain competitive advantage. 
The individual firm, considering all these costs, tends to 
operate at a point where marginal costs are e~ual to marginal 
revenue - where the extra total cost of doing an extra unit of 
business is e1ual to the extra total revenue received. 
Costs of marketing firms are reflected to consumers or 
society in varying degrees. Under highly competitive con-
ditions, consumers will get goods near the cost level. Under 
monopolistic conditions, however, this will probably not be 
true, because of monopolistic profits, failure to adopt 
efficient practices, and failure to provide goods and services 
most wanted. Even a monopolist, however, reflects part of the 
cost savings he makes to society in his effort to maximize his 
profits)! 
2 Adlowe L. Larson, Agricultural Marketiag, New York: Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., 1951, pp. 391-392. 
Ti• te{ijh1olt1L•111 ••••1opunt of bulk t1.nk1 hat p11:11£tt14 ti., Ano• 
oi&Uon to ••P••• the ar•• in. wtd.ah op1radon1 may r11u1t 1a :f.acr1a114 
•fU1:t11c)I. Aippar,111t1f 'lff:lc£1ruiy in tranaportat:f.oa hit 1'11n. incr••••• 
••• 11,1111, to produo1r1111•• b111 r111i••'· on, of th1 prt1111ry ina••· 
d~•• tor •clopttou o:e tb1 bulk tink 11y1tem 011 !1r1H :I.a Oklako• u11 b11l\ 
th1 r1ductt1n lb th, colt o! tt•n•~ertatt,a. 
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Min:, Okllbo• 111Uk pr1ducer1 1111rketa1d tba:lr 1r1tl1 A m:Uk. :l.n. can, 
pttoz• to th1 bu1k tank insu,vat~on, Th• can• wei-1 loacl1cl at tk1 f1r11 an.cl 
uul1.l to tk1 pr11111:L11 plant by privet• baul•ra 11, 10-aalloa can,. Th• 
p!tncipal dtHer1n11 in th1 bulk tank and can 111thocl1 b tut of fr1,11eacy 
of cl1lt·Hr)', Milk in oan• •u•t b• picked up daily wlu.le bulk milk uy be 
pbk•d. up at1ty•oth1r•day. Un4tr th• caa 1y1 tem the clriv•ra unloacl 
' 
prtwtoua tay1 1mpty c1a1 at th• fal'lll ••• l~cl tae full can•. A 1tu4ly by 
th• Oklal\0111 Stat• Uaiv•rttty Daby Departuut iucU.catel tut the u.11111 
' 
t•t1utttul tor loattq oan.1 uke• the tot.al tt.ma of pick\lp ltmaer tun for 
t\\1 \nal.k 1)1ttm. l Co•,aa~1• :averap tlma at tll• ·uiry farm ia41ut• 
II.CJ •bu1t&1 lor \\llk aai 1:;7.0 abtutea :fo~ can,. 
Tll•t• 11 alto tile poa1ibiU.t,- o! • ncluctioA in tlt• 1011 to tile 
latatt of at1k -.rh.tch 1U.ck1 to tl'l• c:aa,. Ta• Oklahoma ttudy i:a.diut•• 
tllat th• b\itt•:tfat l••• •• ,, Ul\l t• ,.u .... d.q 100 PO"lldl ., a.ilk P•~ uy 
&fttapj 0.310 pO\i\\jlt" 6.ftH,lt 101111 to ta• f&t"Mt' ba1•4 01l 1954 p~t.cea 
wt\lH. h1 •so ·co ,,o P•l' ,-r, th• lel.awn 1·1tl)•l'im.eat Stf.ti• Npo-rt•• 
w:ti:mJ:····t··-.~-r-- ·--z., .. · ·-.,n·~-··w 
a loss of 0.478 ,~~n~s per 100 pounds shipped.4 This would result in 
larger al!ll.nual lcts&e-s- ta- the far.mer. 
tial for increasing marketing efficiency through. bulk milk assembly. In 
most @ases the individual farmer represents only a small segment of the 
industry. He contracts with a private milk hauler to transport his milk 
to the dis tr ibu tGr O s pant. Economies of sea le may. be such tba t farmers 
a@ting cooperatively can approach the optimum scale for the hauling 
enterprise.5 If a gr~up of farmers through a cooperative could purchase 
the re~~ired e~~ipment tc transport milk fer several individuals, then 
~ne segment of the cost schedules might be altered and transportation 
9 
costs redu@ed. this would be particularly true if the cooperative action 
@@@1@ ~tt~in ad~ed flexibility cf being able to switch producers from one 
Theoretically, with added flexibility and inereased efficiency, costs 
woul@I be lower fer the cooperaitive bulk milk handling method than for the 
private can type method. The e1uilibrium conditions for this comparison 
4 . 
T. A. Baker, w. E. McDaniel and B. L. Bondurant, Milk Handlin& - .Q!J!. 
~~Tank? Delaware Ul!ll.iversity Agricultural Experiment Station Circular 
No. 29. (Newark, ~elaware, May, 1954), pp. 4-5. 
5optimum scale ef plant. An optimum·scale of plant is one in which 
the sluilirt=nm . .ai.verage CiOISt curve forms the minimum point of the long-rua 
average cost curve. It ~an also be thought of as the scale of plant with 
a short=r~n average ~est e1t¥1l to the long=run average cost at the 
minimwn p«:11int of b~tl\ c::u.rves. See Ri~hard H. Leftwich, The Price System 
11nd R.es0>~rce AUoimation., Rinehart and Company, New York, 1955, p. 155. 
! 
Q ' 
Ac 1 (can) 
10 
0 1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..1-~~~~~~~~~~~~-o per Unit 
~ of Time 
Figure l. Hypothetical Marginal and Average Cost Curves for "Can" 
and "Bulk" Milk Assembly 
11 
MC 1 w@uld represent average costs and marginal costs ~spe©tively for 
v~l'ious levels of output under one organizational level, AC:2 and MC2 
Wi!l»Ul~ represent average and marginal costs respectively for varieus 
levels ~f ~utput under the bulk tank method of pickup. Of course, this 
@rg~ni~~tional level for the bulk tank method may or may not be the most 
effi@i®nt long-run organizational level. To the .extent that economies 
@f s@~le exist f~r the new method, long~run average costs could be reduced 
by~ l~rger s@ale Qf operation. In this case AC2 and MC2 would represent 
@nly l~@rt=run ~ver~ge and marginal costs. 
Efficien@y in present bulk milk assembly methods by the Central 
~kl~h~mi. Milk Produc~rs Association might be increased by one of several 
w@ys. First, the aver~ge cost for hauling milk might be reduced with 
iit@ir@@se@ v@lumeo This will establish rules for growtho The Asso@i~tion 
sh@wl~ be interested in producing to the point where margiW!.l ©9st e1uals 
~irgiul rewellMAe. Under pure competition, this operation will result in 
p:r@@lu@ti@it ait the point where average cost equals average revenueo A 
se@@itd meth@@ of in©:reasing efficiency is by making the milk pickup oper~~ 
tions m(Q)re effective by lowerbng the costs on present operations o Effec-
tive @per@tion might encompass less man minutes required for bulk milk 
pi©kup @r it might in@lude a rerouting concepto Substantial savings in 
time ~n~ l~bor ma1y result in lower marginal costs, and in lower average 
@~sts. Third, route time 111.!i\y be saved through improved bulk milk pump= 
@ut f~@ilities at the pro@essing plants. Inefficiencies exist and adji-
ti~n~l time is re,~ired be@~use of poor facilities, poor e~uipment and 
p@@r ul!llll0$.ding arrangements o Savings woruld result in a more effe@tive 
~rketing ~f milk. If the average cests are reduced under any of these 
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methods, savings nwLy be passed to the producers in the form of patronage 
ref~nds ~r redu~ei hauling charges. 
Effect ~f Reiu~ed Hauling Charges 
The milk pri~e rece.ived by farmers in the Oklahoma City milk.shed is 
~etermined ~nder Federal Order according to certain formulas subject te 
w~rg~init!J.1 between the Association and tae distributor. This price·is 
determiMd e~cb me,nth for the various classes of milk delivered to .the 
pMints. lf 9 for e~mple, a price of $5.00 per hundredweight were set ea 
~l®ss l milk» this w~~ld me~n that the farm price snould be $5.00 per 
h~mdre~weight min~s the cost of transportation. If the farmer pays 40~ 
per h~ndredweigbt for C$n type transpo~tation, his returns would be $4.60 
$S illustrated. in Figure 2. The area (.40) Q represents the «'!Ost of h.auliag 
milk by @ans which the pr~iucers must bear. 
t~ti~n c~sts, the milk producer would receive a higher net price for milk. 
Thus 3 incre~sed imArketing efficiency could be passed directly to the 
f~rm@r. F@r example 3 if the cooperative were able to effe@tively lower 
the aver~;e ~uling cost t~ 25¢ per hundredweight, then the price re~eived 
by produ@ers would in@r~se to $4.75 per hundredweight. 
In the loag run, pro~u@ers will aot continue to supply the same ~uanQ 
tity of milk. Therefore, they will not obtain tae full benefits of the 
redu~tio~ in the cost of the transportation services. To illustrate, 
~ssu~ t!Mit the ~e~ad for milk at tbe processor level is DP in Figure 3 
~n@ t~t tr~nsportation services have a horizontal supply c~rve at T1 
cents per 100 p~~nds. Inituilly, quantity Q1 is supplied by produ@ers at 
pri~e P1 and they re@eive price P2 (P1 = T1). The equilibrium position 
1 
Q 
0 Q Q per Unit 
of Time 
Figure 2. Hypothetical Short-Rua Effects of Varied Transportation 
Costs on the Price of Milk at, the Farm 
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Milk at the Farm 
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is at the intersection of s, and D1 , the supply of milk aa4 the dema.aci 
for milk at the farm respectively. 
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If the cost of tb.e transportation service is decreased to T2 , the 
new demand schedule for milk at tne farm will be»,' ancii the price of 
milk at the farm will increase to P.3 for quantity q1• This higher price 
will proviae the incentive for expansion of preiuctioa. At the new. 
equilibrium position quantity~ will be supplied by producers. For 'this 
~uantity precessors will pay price P4 anci producers will receive price P;.,• 
' . 
Under purely competitive conditions, botn consumers and producers 
would benefit from the reduction in the cost of the transportation 
service. The magnitude of the share of benefits accruing to each group 
will depend on the elasticity of demand and the elasticity of supply. If 
the elastic~ty of demand is high relative to the elasticity of supply, 
then the la:rger share of 'benefits would accrue to producers. 
Market Control 
Bulk m:Uk assembly by the cooperative association also has implica .. '\ 
tioas for m11u:·ket control. the Association has the power to market patron 
milk at tne highest possible prices. 
'In tb.e milk industry ia the Oklahoma City .areai the processors are 
few in number and have iifferentiated products. this means that each 
processor bas some control over both the price he receives for his pro-
duct and the price that he pays for the raw product. Ia economic termi~ 
aology, eacl\ processor faces a downward sloping demand curve and marginal 
revenue curve. ln add:itio'1, each,.proeesser faees ,a ~upp1y curve and a mar .. 
giul resource cost curve which slope upward with. increasing purchases 0 Mar-
giul resource cost can be ciefine!,t as the increase in a given firm's total .cost 
which results from the purchase of an adaitioaal unit of a resource par 
unit oi time • 6 
The pred;ucers actiag cooperatively can affect the amount of profit 
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e~rnings by bargaining or by control over the flU&Rtity of milk. Tbrough 
joint action, the supply C\lrve.can be transformed in. such a manner that 
at lea~t a pCJ>rtion o.f .. ~~e curve caa have a horizontal segmento For 
example, producers could bargain through ,ederal Order pricing procedures 
fer price OE in Figure 4 and su.pply only that 1uantity which could be sold 
at t~t price. This price may represent the minimum Federal Order price 
~r the minimum Federal Order price plus a premium. The supply curve then 
would be EFGS. The marginal resour.ce cost curve would be identical with 
the new supply curve, from point I to point G, be discontinuous at point 
~, and be identical with the origiaal marginal resouree cost curve for 
C!l'!Ulntities greater than Q2 • 
This action might necessitate the withholding of milk from distribu-
tors in allll. attempt to achieve the higher milk prices to producers. To 
this e~tent, the cooperative association may be a~le to partially offset 
tliae potential mono~~oay powers of distribut.ors. Bulk milk assembly by 
the @~@perative may contribute to increase4 producer control over ~uantity 
w~n it is .tne only firm transporting member patron milk and when the 
volume of bulk milk is large. Bulk milk may be easily moved from oae 
market to aaetber with only minimum extra loading time and expense. 
The net result of the witnholding actien would be te increase the 
pri@e reitieived, by farmers for milk for aggregate 411.uantities up to ~. At· 
1untity Ql' for example, there would be an iacrease in tlle quantity of 
6 llli,. , p. 299 0 
0 
I 
./ 
I 
Q 1 
I 
I 
Q per Unit 
of Time 
'Figure 4. Hypotb.etical Marginal Revenue and Marginal Resourc:$ CQst 
Curves.for a Monopolist .. Monopsonist 
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milk supplied and a higher price paid to producers but the moaopsonistic 
·profits represented by the area AIFE would be eiiminated 9 The •uaatity 
Q1Q2 wi0uld have to be diverted by the barga-ining association to uses other 
tum Clalss I ia tais market. 
In Professor Leftwich 8s discussion on tkis point, the conclusion was 
rea~~ed that if priees were established between A and E that monopsony 
w~uld be offset to some extent but not completely. The closer the fixed 
pri~e appr~@hes Ethe smaller the moaopsony profitso Prices higher 
tun E will result in cou111teraction. of the meaopsoay profits but a 1ua1,1.c;, 
tity S1i1B$ller than ~l would be sold as Class I. The ~uaatity of milk 
prciu@ed will be greater than the ctuaatity purchased by milk processors 
Review of Selecteci Studies oa Bulk Milk Assembly 
Most early studies of the costs associated with bulk tank transpor= 
tati«ni ~f milk have beea devoted to a comparison of the costs of trans-
p@rtati@a by bulk tank trucks with can type trucks. One of the first 
studies on the cemparative costs of bulk versus can transportation of 
milk was completei by Clarke in 1947.7 This study indicated that gol-
le~tioa costs were reiuced by bulk tank transportation of milk. Clarke 
also pointe& out developments which appeared to bring about further 
reduetiens in the cost of milk distribution through the bulk tank method 
of milk assembly. 
7D. A. Clarke, Jr., A, Comparative Analvsis !! SU Costs.!! Opera:tioi,; 
.!!, Milk C0Uectioa J!.I can and .ll Tank !! California, Giaanini roundatioa. · · 
of Agri~ultural Eccnaomics Mimeographed Report llo. 91 (Berkeley, Califoraia, 
e@tober, 1947), p. 1. 
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A ©omparative .analysis of can and bulk tank assembly of milk was con~ 
jucted in the state of Washington by Baum and Pauls. This study indicated 
tlmt t~tal truck operating costs, on a routeamile basis, were similar for 
the 1,500 gallon tank trucks and the 2 1/2-ton van type can pickup trucks. 8 
Also it @QSt approximately 5 cents more per route-mile to operate a 2,500 
g$ll~n t~~k tr~~k than a 1,200 gallon can truck. The analysis of opera= 
ti~llll@l ~~sts under various route conditions indicated lower per hundred~ 
w~ight @Qsts when all milk was collected on alternate days by tank trucks 
r~JL®tiv~ to the ~aily prc~urement ef milk in convention.al lO=gall~n @ans. 
In 1954 the Farmer Cooperative Service of the United States Depart= 
9 
mel!l.\t ~f Agri«!;ulture published a repGrt Gf bulk milk handling. Tb.is 
study indi©$ted that price premiums and hauling savings through bulk milk 
sbippi~g b~~~ght aver®ge direct monetary benefits of slightly over 12 
©ents per hundreaweight of milk tG producers at 7a reporting plants. Also, 
piiiyments by plants to producers of a price premium or 81bonusH for farm 
t&illlk mUk not specifically related to quality was f0und to be a !Oommen 
pni@ti@e. A.bout 45 perce~t of all plants ·reported such price premiums in 
effe©t. An (S!dditioul, or in some cases an alternative, monetary incentive 
iof redu@ed hauling «:barges was offered producers by dual=receiving plants. 
8 ' 
B. L. Baum and). E. Pauls, ! Comparative Analysis E! Costs of .f!.£1! 
Colle©tion ~ ID!: J!y Can. anci Tank in. Western Washington, 1952, Washington 
State University Agrieuitural Experiment Station Tecbnical Bulletin N0. 10 
(Pullom~, W~shington, May, 1953). 
9NIQlel Stocker, Progress !! !!I!!! £2. Plant B\illk ~ Handling, Farmer 
Coope:r~tive Servi~e, United States Department of Agriculture Circular 8 
(November, 1954)0 
2(i) 
About 75 percent of reporting plants indicated that this was a common 
practice. 
In July of 1957, Donald B. Agaew of the United States Department of 
Agriculture reported that with the introauction of bulk tanks, the custoa 
IDlllry tasks and their accompanying costs are reiistributed among milk 
10 iealers, lwulers and farmers. This study indicated that bulk milk 
assembly results in generally lower hauling costs. The savings on a 
typical tank milk collection route result from larger load capacity, 
hauHq more than one loai daily, picking up larger loads of milk per 
farm, or picking up the milk every other day. In addition, he estimated 
that overall savings ia milk assembly costs for ·the United States would 
be approximately$~ te $12 million annually when the aevelopment of bulk 
assembly fa:nn°te~pl.ant reaches its peak and levels off. 
In October of 1955, a study of farm-to-plant bulk handling of milk 
11 by Miller of the University of Wisconsin was published. He reported 
t!M\t bulk handling offered many plants the opportunity to reduce the cost 
of assembling milk from their patrons, especially when alter~te day pick0 
up was possible, Under conditions then current, he found that route costs 
wouli be ia@reased by bulk handling in most sections of Wisconsin under 
oily pickup. He felt tlnat it was necessary that a premium be paid for 
10 · DoMld I. Agnew, !!!! !!!1J5 Assembly Changes !fil Marketing Costs, 
Uaited States Department of Agriculture Market Researcn Report No. 190 
(July, 1957), pp. iii=iv. 
11 
:Arthur H. Miller., !!.!! Handling Wisconsin~ 0 !!!!! !!, Plant, 
Wisconsin lhiivers:f.ty Agricnsltural Experiment Station Bulletin No. 192 
(MacUsom., Wisconsin, February, 1956). · 
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btlllk milk above the can milk price unless the producers and the uulers 
were willillllg to accept lower iacemes in return for lighter work. 
In 1950, au analysis of hauling charges, route returns, and route 
c~sts ~n 364 milk assembly routes was made by Walter P. Cotton. Assembly 
routes were iuplicated by different trucks hauling to different companies 
12 
and by :buU.vidul prGducers hauling tneir own milk to market. Hau.ling 
rates for b~th winter and SW111Der tended to be coastant. One of the recemQ 
me~~tio~s DM!lde was that the supply territory snould be reallocated so 
t~t milk ~ot needed for fluid milk purposes in the fl~sh seasGa will not 
T. Burress, DmllfMlger of the Tank Division of the Beil Company was the 
a~thor of aa arti©le published in 1953, dealing with the entire bulk pi@kz 
~P system of marketing milk. He conclu4ed that one of the @riti@isms Gf 
tb.e bulk milk industry was the method of determining the amount of milk 
- 13 in a farm holding talllk.. He maintained that the reading from the cali= 
hrati~n stick might vary depending upon the milk temperature and the milk 
solids @ontent. Another criticism leveled against the bulk milk industry 
W®,S t~e unsanitary imature of the use of the calibration sticks, the ladles, 
and tke plasti@ hoses. He also discussed factors which should be censid-
ered in tke selection of a farm cooling tank and a bulk pickup tanko 
~alter P. Cotton, Milk Hauling Rates!.!!, Problems~ North Caroli!!il, 
North tar@lina State University Agricultural Experiment Statien .AE InfGr= 
matioa Series 28 (Raleigh, North Caroliaa, December, 1950), pp. 8-9. 
13 . . 
'tom Burress, I!! J!!!! !!.[m. Pick=Up System of Marketin.g .!!!!!, Tb.a 
Reil C11>mp~ny (Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1953), Po 27. 
~nt ~f Agri@ulture found that the substitution of the bulk milk procure• 
ment ~th~d f~r can type hauling offers opportunities for substantially 
rel!Au~e<d f~m=to=plant milk transportation costs in many fluicl milk ma:t· 00 
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~ts. The study iaaicated that savings probably will be realized only 
w~en bulk tank trucks serve each farmer every other day since time required 
per stop is greater under the bulk system. The average farm stop time on 
tw(W btdk routes was , tOl 8 minutes per loading stop plus 0.35 mitui·te per 
hun~re<dweight of milk lo~ded while can type pickup was 1.45 minutes per 
l~<dil!!.g stop plus 0.46 minute per can loaded. Thus the time re1uirements 
were greater f~r bulk milk pickup unless the every=other=day pickup is 
uuHng clOlsts were lower C1>:n long routes than on short routes. Potential 
s~vings were gre~test when relatively large producers were served by bulk 
daUy producti(:!ln per farm ranged from 300 to 500 pcunds., a level typi.~al 
of fluid mUk markets in 1956. He estimated. that with volumes averaging 
f~r the added @osts resulting from conversion to bulk tanks. 
14Joseph M. Cowe~en., Comparing Bulk~£!! Milk Hauling£!!!!., 
Farmer Co11>per~tive Servi@e, United States Department of Agric:'ulture, 
Cir@uuir 14 (June, 1956), p. v. 
Ishee ani Barr ef Pennsylvania State University re~ently ~ompleted a 
study wmi~h was primarily au analysis of bulk tank ~osts to farmers. 15 An 
£ttempt was matde to determine toe size of nerd necessary to pay for con~ 
version to a bulk tank. They found that added costs of changing from 
~ust~Dlillry ~n @oeling to bulk handling of milk were greater than added 
ret1£r1D1.s fer most farmers in the Pennsylvania area. Their study was based 
~n the assumptions of no premium for bulk milk and no additional returns 
t~ the producer because of reduced hauling costs for bulk milk. 
Th~se individuals in the Pennsylvania area who adopted the bulk 
tank, despite added ~osts, did so because the decrease in revenue was a 
small~r redu~tien than going out of the dairy business. Other individuals 
did mot adept the bulk tank because their net incomes would be reduced 
less by shifting resources out of dairy into other farm enterprises or 
the study incU.catei tut no ti• was saved in the dairy cheres. 
H~w~ver, bulk ruun.cHing may allow women and children tCi> mauge a dairy 
~Dterprise since it eliminates lifting heavy weights associated with milk 
~ . . 
Sydney .Ishee and W. L. Barr, Economics.!!.!!!!!:~ Handling, 
Peimnsylv,1u1:ia U'!lll:iversity Agri,cultural Experiment Station Bulletin No. 631 
(lniversity Park, Pennsylvania, March, 1958). 
METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
Both accounting eata and time and metion data were used in an attempt 
to determine the costs of bulk aiUk transportation in the Oklahoma· City 
milkshed. Generally, the time and motion aata obtained during the sample 
period were used as a. ~sis for allocati~g the annual cest data to 
spe~ific fumctions performed. 
The accounting data were obtained from the 195Q audit report and the 
imdiviiual monthly reports as .published by the Central Oklahoma Milk 
Producers Associ!l.tiom. These idata included total mileage, total po~ads, 
tic»tal c~st, uaid gross i11u:ome figures. 
The time and motion data were obtained by surveyors who rode with 
ll drivers om 14 different milk routes on 44 route days during the 
summenr of 1956. Ea.eh operation performed by the driver was timed en each 
cf the survey routes. Tb.e times for the various operations were grouped 
accl!llridling t0 the fcllwiag functions:· (1) check-in, (i) driving, (3) 
f$rm st~ps, (4) unleaeiag and testing milk, (5) clean-up and che~k-ou.t, 
and (6) miseell$me~us functions. 
Specific analyses wer·e made of the time used in performing each. c,f 
these fuimctions. 
Basic Madel 
lQ:heck~in Time 
. The ncirmal pro~edu.re for the check-in operation was to ab.eek the eU 
ani water in the tr~~k ani start tb.e motor. After the motor was warm, 
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the tru©k w~s driven to the driveway adjacent to the Association head= 
~tmrte~$0 The inside of the tank was then sterilized by a spray of dis-
infe©ti~g solution. The next operation concerned the pump. The pump was 
~ssembled ~nd sterilized by pumping a chlorine solution through the pump 
into the tank and then back from the tank. 
The @ext operations performed in check-in were to get ice for the 
milk $~mple boxj che@k the supply racks for potential delivery of supd 
plies ~n~ obt~in sample bottles. 
The ~t~re of the @per~tions performed under this f~n@tion suggests 
tb~t @h~@kdin time IM\y be a function of the fixed operations plus waiting 
tim~ ~s followsi 
11 § ~ver$ge time f~r perf0rming the fixed operations, 
wl § w~iting timeo 
Driving Time 
?ot~l driving time will v~ry with many travel conditionso However, 
in thi~ study driving time w~s assumed to vary as followsg 
(3o2) Ta= f(D, G, R, C, V) 
~ § dist~n@e tr®vele@, 
~ § ge~gr~phi@@l ~re~ 9 
R § r~d @l$ssifi@@tion, 
C § r~d @~n@iti~n1 ~nd 
V ~ rel$tive si~e of load. 
T1me ~11\alysis of driving time involved many subjective evaluations. 
The ac:tul proc:eclure was to stratify the rGads according to geographical 
l®l@~tien, type, ani coniition. 
With respe~t to geographical location, an attempt was maae to test 
the hypothesis tlY!t there was a difference in the roads between the 
e~sterm @n~ western lw.lf of the Oklaboma milkshed. A line due north and 
so'Mlth. was drawmA through Oklahoma City upon a map. All the roads which 
fell @m the eastern side ®lf this line were classed as eastern and all 
l!:'®lcii.ds on the western side ill!f the line were c:lassed as western roads. 
Witlmitll ea@Tm geogr.aphical location the roads were classified accord= 
ing to the following types: highway, gravel, and dirt. A highway was 
defiRed as a hard surfa@ed road consisting of an asphalt or concrete 
b~Ho A grii.vel road w1u deU.ned as one with some form (!)f specuil r<ibck 
or other IU!terial placei on the surface to make it an all weatner road. 
A dirt r~ad was defined as a :road of any other type and usU.tlly could 
n~t be considered as an all weather road. 
Each different reitd type was then classified ac@ording to conditiono 
The ~ll!ssifications were good, fair, and pooro Each classification of 
rit»®.d conditioR was made by the enumerator in consultation with the driver 
as the ,r~d was traversed. The classifi~ations attempted to cover the 
roughness of the rca~ and the ability of the driver to maintain a desired 
speed consistent with pr~per ~are of the e1uipmeat. 
Farm Stop Time 
Within the f®~m milk parlor ~ch iriver performed a numb~r of basic 
cperati~~s. The first i~ty performed was to remove the plastic milk hose 
from the t,ru~k ~nd ~ounect it to the bulk tank. Conour:rent with this 
op®r~tiwn the driver gelll\erally unreeled the electric ©ord from the rear 
of the tru©k ~nd pl~@ed the plug in near the electric receptacle providee 
by the f$rmer in the milk storage parlor. 
N@rmally the se©olll\d operation performed was to weigh the milk. 1 This 
@h~rt f@r ea©h individu~l bulk tank. The calibration sti@k indicated the 
lmdght of the milk in i!H'i.hH 1With measurements as fine ~s 1/16 or 1/32 of 
Th~ fifth step w~s t(Q) pump the milk from the f~rm t~nk int@ the tank 
1The ncrJM l s®1uen©e Wi'LS ~s follows i hook up the hose ~nd c@rd, 
w@igb the milk, ~git~te time milk, s~mple the milk, write the tiieket, and 
p\llmp th~ milk int«;» the tru©k t~nko An £bnlQlrmal o@ieu:r:Unie~ often $lte:red 
th~ n@r~l $e~u~@©® 1 f@r ~Xlalmple, if the ~git~tor were on the se~uen@e 
might be@~m~g s~mple the milk, hook up the hose and ©lQlrd, allQW the milk 
t~ s~ttle, w~igh the milk, write the ti@ket ~nd pump out the milk. 
them in the tank tru@k. The final step was to rinse the farmer 0s tank 
with l~kewarm w~t~r. This operation was performed to preveat milk solids 
fr@m drying on the tank and te aid in the prevention of milk stone. 
The pr~@edures fellowed by the drivers in performing the various 
(3 • .3) T.3 = f(n, X, S) 
X ~ wol~IW!\ ~f milk pumped per stop, an~ 
S ~ imumber ®:l!f iUms @if farm supplies delivered per step. 
t~e driver perf~rnmd a number of basi@ operations at the pr~@essing 
2 plant. The fir$t duty performed was to. h@~k up the stainless steel 
2tne a@tual se~uea@e was often @hangei because ether tru@ks were 
unlcac:lling. 
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The Hi!:OIMi operatit1n peirformecl was the testing for butterfat con-
taiaed in.ea@h sample. 3 The milk was tested as fellowsg First, milk was 
placed in test bottles and warmed to a normal temperature; second, acid, 
wu1 .ae!Uded aimd the ent.ire selution was centrifuged for three minutes; 
t~ird, distilled·water was added and this solution was centrifuged one 
minute; f@urth additional distilled water was added and this solution was 
«:!enm.trifugej for a minute, and the final step was tG read the percentage 
@if butterfat it';Oll'Jitained b. the milk. 
the third ~perati~a performed was to record the appropriate butter= 
fat on ~@h of the pr~iu~~~ 0s ticket. Tbe fourth step was to wash and 
clean the e~uipmemt used in testing the milk. 
The se@~nd, third, and fourth operations were performed while the 
milk was being r~~ved fr~m the tank truck ane the time used was assumed 
t~ be the s~me as pump=~ut time. Bcvever, a~tual time used in testing 
m!iy have b@etil greater tun time used in pump ~ut. the actual time (//If 
pump eut varieci betw,eea pr~cess:big plants and with the volume Gf milk 
Mimleim. 
Th~ fifth cperaticn performed was to unhook the stainless steel 
pipes a~& return them t(//) the processing plant. The final step waste 
rinse the tank tru~k t~ prohibit the drying of milk soliis within the 
tank and te aid in the prevention of milk stene. 
The time spent im unloading and testing was defined as a functien 
of volume ~f milk pumpei and of waiting as follows: 
where 
V g v~lu~ of milk pumpei per stop, and 
w~ g W$iting time. 
Clean=Up aRd ~he@k=i~t Time 
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The n~~l pr~~ed~re ~pon return to the Associati0n headquarters was 
t~e drivimg oft~ tru@k t~ the clean=up area. The driver then thor= 
@~ghly @l~~~se~ the re~r @~mpartments, the pump, and the ice box of the 
t~nk tru@k. He &ism&ntlei the pump and scrubbed the pump parts, rear 
~ll)mp~rtmelllt, and i@e bwx with soap a11u.i waiter. the entire compartment 
ar~ w~s then ri~sed with scalding water. The driver then reassembled 
the pump ~md the truck w~s moved to the parking area, and left for the 
next ~y 0 s route. 
The ti~ used in ~lean=up and check=out was treated about the same 
as ti~ use~ in che@k=in. CleaR=up aud che~k-out time was defined as: 
(3.5) T5 fi (12' W3) 
~ g aveJJ:age tillMI. f~r performing the fixed operations, and 
w3 g waitimg time. 
Mis@eluineo~s Fun@tion Time 
$(@!De JJ:e@eivimg pluAts ire<qUJ1ired truc:k wieights on the milk reiceived. 
T~is me@essitated extJJ:a iriving time and two stops at the s~ales (to 
obu.in gJJ:oss ani tare v~ights). Also, some drivers stopped for meals and 
ic~ffe~ breaks. Altho~gh the times for performing these fun~tions varied, 
they were ©onsi~eJJ:ed as a @onstant for ea@h route. Thus, the time was 
\Wl:Mi,r~ 1.1 "" the ave:r®.ge time per route spent in performing miscellaneous 
fmm@ t iirVilllS o 
'.['l{l)t.1!!1 Time 
The twtail time for e.ilch route @an be represented 1.s the summation 
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IQlf the tim~ ~sso@i~ted with the perfermiince of ea@h of the b~sic fun@tiens. 
Symb@li@@lly this is repr~s~nted @s. 
rt"" t@t@l time per rwute, 
T1 ""time use~ ~t ~entr~l Oklahoma Milk Produ@e:rs Ass~@i~tion fr@m 
@he@k=in tw driving, 
'.JC'~ ~ tim~ tl:l\S!Mi in ~ih:ivingJ 
T3 ""' time used <ilt f~rm st@ps, 
1'4 "" time tl!Hd in 'I.U'l.lO&il.ding ~nd testing., 
T5 "" time USfMi in @le~n=up &il.ttd che@k=cmt, ~nd 
T6 g time used $t lun((';h, weighing, and ether mis@eH~rneous fun@tions. 
ANALYSIS OF TIME 
Check-in Time 
'Ihe &tver~ge time spent by drivers preparatory to running the bulk 
milk r@ute$ w~s 34.90 minutes per route. This included checking in-
~tr~©ticn$, che©king the truck, ~ssembling the pump, sterili~ing the tank 
@nd p~mp, securi~g s~mpl® bottles, supplies and ice, ~nd w~iting. The 
det®il®d time inv@lved for each of these operations is listed in Table I, 
Jtn the b~sic model, check-in time was defined as a function of the 
fixed cper~ti@ns performed by the driver and waiting time. Differences 
betwe®n driv®rs in perf~rming these operations were not st~tistically 
signifi©~nt. W~iting time, while important in individu~l c~ses, @ccounted 
for only~ s~ll proportion of the total check-in timeo Conse1uently, the 
@v@r@g® w@iting time w~s in~luded with the fixed operations for subse~uent 
@JWl\lysis ~s follows~ 
Observ~tions were @bt@ine@ for 4,789.3 miles of driving on bulk milk 
r@utes during the s~mple period. An average of 1.84 minutes was re~uired 
to tr~vel e~@h mileo This w~s e1uivalent te an average speed of almost 
33 miles peir hour for driving on a 11 classes and conditions of roads o 
~riving time per mile v@ried with the class and condition of roads 
tr@vele@. In the Okl®hotM. City milkshed ~bout 68 percent of all roads 
3~ 
TABLE I 
AVERAGE TDmS FOR OPERATIONS PERFORMED BY DRIVERS DURING 
'.i!.'D ICHKtCK= DT PERllO~, CENTRAL OKIAHOMA MILK. PROEltl'CERS 
ASSOCIATION, 1956 
~rive te building (in@ludes warm-up time) 
Assemble pump 
Ster i H~e pump 
Obt~in produ@er supplies 
Total Time 
Average Time 
(minutes) 
3.13 
l.83 
2,85 
5,61 
4.52 
3.70 
2.95 
2.66 
2.56 
2.54 
a.55 
34.90 
33 
34 
tr@v~l®@ w~s IC',14!lss:ified ~s !:nighw.!iy (Table U), Almost half of this was 
on good highway and almost half was on fair highwayo Only a small pre-
portion w@s @lassified as poor highway. About 23 percent of the reads 
w~s @l@ssified as gr~vel ~nd this was distributed fairly equally as be-
tw®en f~ir and poor conditions. Significantly, about 9 percent of the 
ro®@s w@s @l~ssified as dirt. The proportian of poor dirt roads was 
slightly gr~~ter t~n the proportion of fair dirt roads. Few dirt roads 
W®:re ©l~ssified $S goodo 
Less tim~ W®'S r~@!luired!. fo:r traveling en highway than 0111 gr~vel o:r 
dirt ~o@@s (?@~1~ Il). ~~ner~lly, less time was re~uired for tr~veling 
@n g:r®vel ro~ds t!m&ln on dirt ro~ds, 
Within e~@b r@@@l @lassification, speed varied inversely with the 
©.@nditi@lln wf th® :r@!a!d., Mbiutes per mile were lowest for good @oimditions 
~n~ highest for poor ©onditions for each road classification, Also for 
the same road condition, dirt roads required more time per mile than 
g:r~vel @nd gr@vel :re~uired more time than highway. The single ex©eption 
w~s l®$S time for tr~veling on good gravel roads as compared with good 
dirt r@~ds. Howev®:r, this lllcliy not be an accurate representation of time 
d1l1l©e l®H t~n Ollll®~half of one per©ent of the roads was classified as 
go@d @irt. 
With re3p®©t t\OJ g~og:tC~phi@al B\:re@, a l~rger pe:ir~entag~ wf the S$llmp1e 
r@~ds tr$wersed ~~s wn the e@stern side of Okl~hema City (Appendix T~bles 
V» VI, ~n@ VII)o @ener~lly, the ro~ds on the eastern side of Okl~hoW!L 
h~v~ ® ~l~y type soil b~se, ~nd the terr~in varies from fl~t to ~uite 
!m.Uly. On the @thel' M.umd, roads on the western side gener<i.lly have a 
s@n@y s@il b@se $nd the terr$in is less rolling th~n in the e~stern ~re~so 
TABLE II 
TOO:AL MILES .!Nii MIIWTES PER MILE FROM A SAMPLE OF R.Ol:OS TRAVELED 
OM CEN'l'RlL Oil.AROMA MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION BULK MILK 
lUllmt'ES: CIASSIFDlll BY IGEOOBAPHICAL LOCATION, TYPE OF 
ROA.DJ 1 AD CONlHT ION OF ROAD; 19 56 
Miles . Minutes Per Mile · 
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East West Total East West Total 
<~umber) (number) (number) (percentage) (number) (number) (number 
Highway 1,970 .2 
~e«Jid 9~Ho0 
Po41l!r 120. 7 
Poor 
41,5 
348.8 
314.4 
60.2 
1.7 
22.1 
35.8 
1,304.6 3,274.8 
688.0 1,609.0 
575.5 1,504.0 
41.1 161,8 
377 .o l,081. 7 
15.9 
209.1 
152.0 
3~.6 
147.6 
20l.8 
57.4 
557.9 
466.4 
4)2.8 
~3.9 
170.3 
238.6 
100.000 
68.377 
33.596 
31.403 ( 
3.318 
22.586 
1.199 
11.649 
9,738 
9 .. o:n 
0.499 
4.982 
l,87 
1.69 
l.bO 
L73 
2.32 
l.91 
2.32 
2.38 
2.45 
!/ 
~, 
2.37 
1.80 
1.58 
1.54 
1.61 
1.79 
2.05 
!/ 
2.01 
!I 
2.17 
~L50 
1.84 
1.65 
l.58 
1.68 
2.23 
2.10 
2.27 
2.35 
1,92'!/ 
2.22 
~/,bservations basei on less than 25 miles for eaeh road ~lassifioation 
or ~onditiou were ooasidered unreliable for reporting. 
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Of course, individual roads on either side are exceptions to this general-
ization. 
On the basis of simple average time per mile, roads on the western 
side of Oklahoma City were slightly better than on the eastern side • 
. There were two exceptions. Good gravel ·roads and the poor dirt roads on 
the e.2stern side were somewhat better than the comparable road type and 
condition on the t·1cstern side. These exceptions, however, may be 
attributed in part to the limited number of observations, There were 
only about 16 miles of gravel roads classed as good on the western side 
and only 42 miles classed as good on the eastern side. Both sets of 
observations represented only small proportions of the roads traveled. 
For the poor dirt roads, there were 203 miles on the western side but 
only 36 miles on the eastern side. 
The differences in time per mile on the eastern side as compared 
with the western side were quite small. In most cases, the actual time 
required per mile averaged from 0.02 ·minutes per mile to 1.02 minutes 
per mile. Expressed in speed, the differences averaged about one-half 
mile per hour for the good highway classification to about 11 miles per 
hour for good dirt classification, 
The results obtained from statistical tests indicated that no sig· 
nificant difference existed between any single road type or road con-
dition on the eastern side and the comparable road type or road condition 
on the western side. In addition, no significant differences between 
the eastern roads and the western roads were obtained when the individual 
road types of all conditions were tested. 
The results of these analyses ~ndicate that any apparent differences 
between the roads on the eastern side and the western side of Oklahoma 
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tity were n~t st~tisti©~lly significant. Apparently the geographi~ lo©~= 
tion ~f $ route was net in itself an important factor influencing the time 
~f bulk milk pi@k@p. Hence, the evidence was that costs of bulk milk pick= 
up w~re n~t signifi~@ntly influenced by geographical location within the 
Okl~ho~ City m:Uksb@@ fQJr reutes with the same distribution of road types 
@nd r~~d ©g~@itions. However, in 1956 there was a higher percentage of 
@irt ro@@s on the western side of Oklaholll&ll City. About 9 percent of all 
r~~@s ~er~ @l@ssified @s dirt and most of this was west of Okl~ho!Ml, City. 
This f@@t in~i@@t~s tlrM!lt m@re tr~vel difficulties, and greater ~osts, ~y 
b® @ss@~i@t@~ with the w~stern r@utes. 
There W$S n@ w~y to estimate the net effect of relative si~e of lead 
@n driving tim®o He$vy tr~ffi~ conditions were directly correlated with 
E@l~tiw® si~@ @f lo~d. The trucks were empty @r h~d Simllll lo~ds in the 
~~rly m~rning h@urs ~t the beginning of the route and had relatively l~rge 
l@$ds @n r@turn to the processing plants during the afternoon and evening 
h@urs. C@ns~~u~ntly, ~nly a gross effect was obtained, 
An ~verage of 1,54 minutes per mile was re1uired for driving from 
th~ Ass@~i~tion he~d11tlll&rters to the first £~rm stop. This c@mpares with 
1.12 mi11n'lllt~s pl(/ll' mile re<g_t1mired for driving from the last farm st<l\llp to 
the s@~l@s <1\11:t p@int of unl<l\ll®ding. The gross effe@t of rel®tive si~e @f 
l<l\ll@d pll!lls tr@ffi@ @@!!ilditions in@re~sed the time of travel by ~bout 11,7 
p@:r@ent. This is e~uiv.@.lent tw a :redu@ti®ln in speed of about 4 miles per 
h@\\ll!i;o wlnle11n the t:r\!J!.@k is returning with a l«!li<fid as @<l\llmpared with the empty 
tru@k ®@rly morning tr@vel. 
Th@ l~@k of st@tisti@@l signifi@~n@e for geographi@al lo@~tiwn ef 
ro\\lltes ®nd the l~@k of d@t~ for the net effe@t of rel~tive si~e of lo~ds 
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)),j,se@l @in ~ver~ge times in Table U. and omitting geographical le~ation and 
I~ "· J1» [1.58 R1t 1 + l.68 R1c2 + 2.0i Rf3 + 2.10 ~Cl+ 
2.~0 R2c2 + 2.27 R2c3 + 1.92 Rfl + 2J22 RiJ:2 + 
2.48 R3c3J 
Rl!Cl "" peir@el!llt®ge of r@ads classed as highway = go<Old; 
Rf2 .. p~r@~imt~ge of roads @lassed as highway = f<li i:r; 
Rl~3 "" per@en tage of reads classed as highway = p<Olor; 
~(Cl "" p~r@entage of roads classed as gravel = g«:)@d; 
~ie:2 "" per@@imt1e1ge of roads Cl$!.SHd as gr&1vel = fair; 
~c3 "' peri;iem.t~ge of roads c;lassed as gravel = pOOlt'; 
R.fl "' per@entlil.ge of lJ:0$.dS classed as dirt = g<0od\; 
1\f2 "" per@ent®ge of roads classed as dirt = fair; 
R.f3 "'per@entage of roads classed as dirt = p@iwr. 
highw~y, a net IQII appr~xim<a1tely 1"106 minutes would be re1ui:red to t:r~vel 
the good highw~y p~rtion of an average mile [1.58 (.70) ~ 1.106]. A 
simU&u' ©;rOJmputation for the gravel portion of this mile would give 0.630 
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minutes D2o10 (.30) • .6.30]. The driving time for an average mile en tbis 
rGute is obtained by ad4ing the minutes from the~e computations and is 
,' 
1.736 minutes per mile (l.106 + 0.630 = 1.736). This is a weighted 
average ~umber of minutes per mile. If the route is 100 miles in length 
then the driving time per route is 173.6 minutes or slightly less than 
4riving time on routes with other road types and conditions. 
Farm Stop Time 
tions of bulk milk pickup at the farm were standardized but actual times 
v~ried from ~river to driver. A detailed analysis was made of the times 
~~d of the differences between drivers in performing each operation. 
The driver 0s first action upon arrival at a milk storage parlor was 
to ho~k the milk pipeline plastic hose to the bulk tank. A 15~foot hose 
upon t~e ©oupling ~t the fr~nt ef the bulk tank. Immediately thereafter, 
The eleven drivers were compared on the basis of the mean time re~ 
~uire~ in the perfor!D$.m@e of these functions. The average time required 
varied from 1.17 minutest~ 2.04. The spread in time as re~uired by the 
dif :ferent dl:dvers v~s 52 seconds. The "F" test was used to determine if there 
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was that there was no differences between the means of the individual 
drivers, The criteria for accepting or rejecting the hypothesis were 
based on the comparison of the computed "F" value to the table value of 
"F", The table value of ''Fn was 2, 37 based on M1 = 10 and ~ = 482 degrees 
of freedom. The 'computed value, "F" = 4;45, was greater than the table 
value, therefore, the hypothesis that the meanswere equal was rejected 
(Appendix Table VUI). This test indicated that there were significant 
differences between drivers but it did not indicate which drivers were 
significantly different from the others. The New Multiple Range Test 
was utilized to indicate the differences between drivers which existed, 1 
The results are presented in Table III. 
This test was conducted in order that those drivers or groups of 
drivers who were significantly different from the other drivers in terms 
of hooking up the hose and electric cord could be determined. If a driver 
were significantly different from the other drivers, then this driver 
would be isolated from the line under the other drivers. In other words, 
there would be no overlapping of the lines as in Table III. 
There is an indication, at different levels of the test, that some 
drivers were significantly different in performing this function, how-
ever, when all stages of the test and all drivers were examined there 
was no driver whose mean time was significantly different from that of all 
other drivers considered. 
1>avid B, Duncan,"Multiple Range and Multiple F Tests," Biometrics, 
March, 1955, pp. 1-42. 
Me'an Time 
1'.AB:JLE IU 
NEW MUfLTIPJLI: RAN@E TEST FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ~RIVERS IN HOOK=UP OPERATION, 
CENTRAL ~KI.AROMA MILK PRO~U~ERS ASSOCJI:ATiijN» 1956 
Dlriveir: 
l(l) IA B C E G F J H I K 
--
(99 percent prob~bility l~v~l) 
1.169 l.38~ l.403 1.440 1.507 1.515 1.588 l. ']20 l. 779 1.905 ~.036 
The results of the test are as f~llows~ 
1. '!'he test indicated that the mean time for driver K was significantly different from mean 
times of drivers D, A, B, C, E, and G and not significantly different from drivers F, J, Hand I. 
~. The test further indicated that the mean time for driver I was significantly different 
fr-om D, A, B, c, E and G and was not significantly different from F, J and H. 
3. Driver H was significantly different £:tom :D and not significantly different from A, B, 
C, E, G, F and J. 
4. Driver F was not signifi@antly different from drivers Di A, B, c, E and G. 
Sourcer C@mputed from su:rvey d~ta obt111ined from Central Oklahoma Milk Producers Asso©iation, 
Okl$honm City, Okl~hot1Mi1, Summer, 1956. 
.i::--
8-' 
Milk Weights 
The ssc~n& step with normal operation was to weigh the milk by using 
a c~libr~ted red. This rod was inserted into the bulk tank and a measure-
ment ~f h~ight of milk was determined. The driver compared this measure-
ment with a poundage scale. Tbis comparison gave the total pounds of milk 
in the bulk tank. Agitating the milk and pouring in other milk were 
~@@urren©es which altered the normal sequence. When this oc~urred, the 
@river dew:uited from his set routine and allowed the undulation to cease. 
The eleven drivers were compared on the basis of the mean time re• 
v~ried from .40 to 1.318 minutes or from 24 to 79 seconds. This was a 
differen©e of 55 seconds. There was a significant difference between 
l!&t'ivers sin@e the. "l" observed, 9.38, was greater than the table value 
The New Multiple Ramge Test was usea to indicate the difference 
• 
between drivelt's. Sin~e· there was overlapping of lines, there was no 
driver ~h~ w~s sigmifi~antly different from the other drivers im the 
~pe~ation of weighing the milk, The results are presented in Table IV. 
Milk SamplH 
The third step w~i@h was performed by the majority of the drivers 
@@nsisted <11l>f sampling the milk. Hawever, this Hiqtuiuace icould be easily 
altere~. If the agitatcr were en when the driver arrived, then the 
s~mpling of milk be@ame the first step. The usual procedure f@llcwed 
w~si (1) after agitation, the la&le was dipped into the milk ani two 
TABLE IV 
NEW MULTJCPLE M.N@E 1'ES1' FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DRIVERS IN WEIGHT OF MILK 
OPERATION, CENTRAL OKI.AROMA MILK FR~~UCERS ASSOCYi.TION, 1956 
Driver 
C A I) K E I G B J 
(99 percent probability level) 
Mean time in 
H F 
minutes .400 .680 .651 .678 0968 .977 1.049 1.129 1.195 1.2~1 1.318 
The results of the test are as follows: 
l. The test indicated that the mean time for driver F was significantly different from the 
mean times of drivers c, A,~ and Kand was not significantly different from E, I, G, B, J; Hand 
Fo 
3. Driver I w~s signifi©antly different from drivers c, G, B, J, Hand F and was not 
signifi@antly different from drivers A, D, K, E, and I. 
3. Driver K was significantly different from drivers E, I, G, B, J, Hand F and was not 
s ignifi@ant ly different from drivers C, A and D. 
s~ur~ei Computed frwm survey data obtained from Central Oklahoma Milk Producers Association, 
Oklahoma City, Okl~homa, Summer, 19560 
.,:,-
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rancidity by either tasting or smelling, (3) the sample bottle was marked 
with the producer 0s number, and (4) the ladle and the sample bottle were 
placed in the proper place in the truck • 
. ,, 1'he eleven drivers were compared on the basis of the mean time re-
quired by each driver to sample the milk, The range varied from ,254 to 
,845 minutes or 15 to 51 seconds, The 11F" test indicated a significant 
difference between drivers since "F" observed, 2. 50, was gre.ater than 
the table value (Appendix Table VIII), However, the New Multiple Range 
Test did not indic.ate any one drive.r to be significantly different from 
all other drivers (Table V), 
Ticket 
Writing the ticket was the most flexible of all the duties performed 
in the milk storage parlor. This act did not specifically fit into any 
certain phase of the sequence. It mi.ght be done at the beginning, at the 
end, or at any time between. The major reason causing this variation was 
the difference in air;;tual time spent in the milk parlor based on quantity 
of milk picked up. If the quantity picked up was large, then the ticket 
usually was written as time permitted between duties in the normal 
sequence. Small quantities required the performance of the normal 
sequence and the wrH.ing of the ticket usually occurred at the end of the 
pump-out period. The writing of the ticket often fell at the beginning, 
especially when ~n agitator was on and the driver had to wait to let the 
milk settle, 
The eleven drivers were compared on the basis of the mean time re-
quired to write the ticket, The range of time required varied from .08 
TABLE V 
NEW MULTIPLE RAN~E TEST F~R DIFFERBN~ES IE'JrwEEN DRIDFERS IN MIJLJ{ SAMPLE 
OPERATI~N, CEN'.ll:'RAL ~Kl.AROMA MILK PRO~~CERS ASS@CIATI~N» 1956 
Driver 
l C K B A E D J H 
(99 per~ent probability ievel) 
F G 
Mean time in 
minutes .254 .410 .530 .550 .590 .602 .638 0 7.39 0 779 ,844 .845 
The results of the test are as followsi 
1. The test indicated that the mean time for driver G was significantly different from the 
mean times of drivers I and C and w~s not significantly different from drivers K, B, A, E, D, J, 
Hand F. 
2. Driver J was significantly different from drivers H, F and G and was not significantly 
different from drivers I, c, K, B, A, E, and D. 
Source: Computed from survey data obtained from Central Okl~homa Milk Producers Asso~iation 1 
Oklahoma City, Oklahol!l.j., Su111J1er, 1956. 
,11-
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t~ lo241 minutes ~r 5 t~ 74 seconds. 
The 11F9' test indicated a significant differen.©e between drivers since 
01F" observed, 14.52, was gr.eater than the table value (Appendix Table 
VIII}o The New Multiple Range Test did not indicate that one driver was 
signific~ntly different from the other drivers in the ti©ket writing 
~per~ti@n (Table VI). 
Unho@k 
the fil!ll@l step ~f the driver was to replace the pipeline hose and 
the ele@tl'i© ©~rd in the rear of the t:ru@k. This was done by U1nplugging 
the ele@tri@ ©ord ~nd ~llwwing the @~rd t0 reel ino The milk hose was 
unh~~ked fr~m the bulk t~nk, wound, and stored in the rear compartment~ 
The eleven drivers were compared on the basis of the mean time 
ir~~uire~ to unho@k. The r~nge varied from loll~ tw lo77 minutes. This 
w~s a v~rb1ti@n of 73 tll) 106 secondso The "F'' test indicated a signi= 
fi@@nt differen~e between drivers (Appendix Table VIII). However, the 
New Multiple Range Test did not substantiate differen@es in one driver 
~s ©omp~red with the other drivers (Table VII). 
Other Servi©es 
Delivery. The drivers often made <!ieJliveries of cert.ain small items 
su©h as milk strainers, soaps, disinfectants, and feeds to farms on their 
ro~tes. Deliveries were ~de to 206 per~ent er 13 of the 492 produ~ers 
on the 44 routes. The time re~uired to perform this serviee was ~ompared 
with a time (Q)bt&ilined at the same farm when deliveries were iraot lll!i.de. If 
this time were impessible to obtain, then the nearest ~omparable stop en 
the same route by the s~me driver was sele~ted. 
TABLE VI 
NEW Mijlt.TIPLE RAN~E TEST FOR Dll'FEUN\CES BETWEEN JJJRIVER.S IN TEKET WRITIN~ 
()PERATION, CENTRAL OKLAHOMA MILK PR~:n)UCBRS ASSOOU.TION, 1956 
Driver 
A I C I K. H J D E 
(99 per~ent probability level) 
Mean. time in 
F G 
minutes .080 .241 • .310 .600 .614 .788 .889 .976 .990 1.2~2 1.241 
The results of the test are as follows: 
l. The test indicated that driver G was significantly different from drivers A, B, o, I and 
K. and was not significantly different from drivers R, J, D, E and F. 
2. Driver E was significantly 4ifferent from drivers A, B, C, F, and G and was not signifi-
cantly different from drivers I, K, H, J and D. 
3. Driver K was signifi@antly different from drivers H, J, D, E, F, G, A and Band was not 
signifi@antly different from drivers C and I. 
4. ~river C was sign.ifi@an.tly different from drivers I, K, H, J, D, E, F and G and was not 
significantly different from drivers A and B. 
Source: Computed from survey data obtain~d from Central Oklahoma Milk Producers Association, 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Summer, 1956. 
.,:-
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Mearn time in 
TABLE v:ur 
NEW MULTIPLE RAN@E TEST FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ~RIVERS IN THE UNHOOK 
OPERATlijN, ~ENTRAL eKJrAHOMA. MILK PR~~UCERS ASSO.C:J!ATION, 1956 
D>river 
F A G C D B I E H 
(99 per~ent pro'bl..bility level) 
K J 
minutes l.U~ l,218 1,260 1.290 1.311 1.397 1.445 1.487 1.608 1.668 1.770 
The results of the test are as follows i 
l. The test iridi~ated that the mean time for driver J was significantly different from mean 
times of drivers Fj A and G and was not significantly different from drivers c, D, B, I, E, Hand 
K. 
:a. Driver K was significantly different from F and J and was not significantly different 
from drivers A, G, c, D, B, I, E and H. 
3. Driver H was signifi~antly different from drivers Kand J and was not significantly 
different from drivers F, A, G» C, D, B, I and E. 
Sourcei Computed fr~m survey data obtained from Central Oklahoma Milk Producers Asso@iation, 
Oklahoma City? Oklahomay Summer, 1956. 
~ 
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The ~verage time re1uired when a delivery was made was 1.0 minute 
m0re peir stop tun when no delivery service was performed. The 11 t .. test 
indi~ated tlMit this difference was not significantly different at the 99 
per@ent prob~bility level (Appendix Table IX).· 
h!,t@tor .!!!• A~tual time of waiting was obtained when drivers were 
for@ed t~ wait for the bulk tank milk agitator to stop turning or for the 
milk to settle. The agitator was turning at 27 of the 492 stops. This 
@@nstituted 5.5 percent ~fall stops. For analysis, this time was @om~ 
p~rej with a time obtained at the same farm with the agitator off and 
the milk ©~lm. If this time were impossible to obtain, then the nearest 
@@mp~rable time on the same route by the same driver was selected and 
the comparison made. 
A n~t addition of 3.9 minutes per st~p was re1uired if the agitat~r 
W$S ~n when the driver reached the farm milk parlor. This addition was 
signifi~$~tly different at the 99 percent pr0bability level (Appendix 
l'.flble IX). 
Frodu~er !S !h!, £!.!9! milk parlor. Jrivers were often detai1Wd by 
pr~du~ers talking to them or interrupting the driver sched~le in some other 
~nner. The pr~ducer w~s at the farm and interrupted the driver 0s routine 
iTo 15 ~f the 492 st~pso This was 3.1 percent of all stops. The amount 
@f time at ea~~. of these stops was compared when possible with the amount 
of time ~bt$ined at the same farm when the producer was not present. If 
this was impossible to Qbtaini then the time requirej for a ~omparable 
l$yout and volume oa the same route by the same driver was used. 
An addition of 4.9 minutes was required for the piickup operation 
whe~ produ~ers were at· the parler as compared with producers ~way from 
the p~rlor. This addition, or difference was statisti~ally signifi©ant 
~t the 99 percent probability level (Appendix Table IX). Generally, this 
time represented a public relations function for the Association and may 
have b~~n 1~ite valuable to the Association. 
~~ milking. The drivers often had to w~it or re-route while 
pr~duc~rs ~ompleted their milking. To test, observations were taken when 
@rivers were for©ed to wait for the producers to complete milking. The 
drivers~~ t@ w@it f~r the produ~ers to complete milking on 1 of the 492 
stop@. This ~@nstit~te~ 1.4 percent of ~ll stQps. This time w~s ~@m= 
p@r®@ with,th@ time ~t the same f~rm on a different ~~Y when possible. If 
this were impossible, th~n the nearest comparable time ~n the same route 
by the s~me driver ~~s selected. 
Th® results obt~ined from the comparison indicate th~t 8.~ minutes 
w~uld be ~@@ed e~~h time a driver had to W8it for the producer to finish 
his milking. The differen~e was statistically signifi~ant at the 99 per= 
~ent pr@b~bility level but the fre~uency of such occurrences was small. 
@@n®r~lly, the routes were organized to avoid the necessity of waiting 
to ~ompl@te milking ex©@pt in unusual weather or routing conditions. 
S~mlll8lry of Driver ~ifferen@es in Farm Stop Operations 
St~tisti@~l tests indi@ated that the mean time for performing ~ch 
~f th® QP~~®tions by some ~rivers was greater than for other drivers. 
Conse~uently, the drivers were ranked in the performance of e@@h of the 
five llMi\j@~ oper@ti@ns. The driver with the lowest time in e~@h operatiG~ 
w@s @ssign®~ ~ number ~f lo The next lowest received a number ~f 2o This 
meth@d w@s @ontin~e~ until the last man received a number of 11. The 
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figures ~ere summ~d ~~d the driver with the lowest total s~~re was ranked 
,1,s the moist efH@ieat. That is, this driver req,uired the least time to 
perf~rm the milk parl~r duties. The eleven drivers were ~ompared on the 
b~sis @f the rank in total time required to perform five milk storage 
p~rfor duties ('li1ble VII:l!'.). The "F" test indicated that there was no 
signifi@,1.mt difference between drivers as the''Fu observed 1.48, was 
sxrui,Uerr _ th$,,m the table value (Append.ix Table VIII). 
"!'her~ were severt'<!il variables whi.eh affected the time re«i].uired by 
the v~ricus drivers in performing the farm stop operation. Some of these 
var bibles depended ~n the itths.raicteristws cf the drivers. Others depended 
on ~iditi©nal serviices performed. 
F<Q!r the individual @haracteristics of the drivers, the drivers with 
the gr~~te$t length @f servi©e tended to use less time or rank higher in 
f®~l~ VIII than the newer drivers. Apparently, the more experien@ed 
drivers uHd ~0shl!:,!)rt©uts /! whi©h increased their efficiency in the opera~ 
ti©mlS. 
A se@Olnd variable w~s the amount of edu©ation. The drivers who l:md 
the higher levels ef edu©a.tion tended to be slightly more efficient. 
These drivers m1.y lwve been able to recegnize and adopt time~saving ways 
tw id\~ the job. 
A third v~rl1&ble w®s the age ef the driver. The younger ~rivers 
appeareidl t@ rank higher than the older drivers. The drive and the ambitions 
!Mi.nifested by the yoi,mger mem. may have a©.~ounted fer their ability tei per= 
f@rm thei~ duties i~ $ m!~imum amount of time. 
Th~ similarity @f estimates of the time re~uired to perform the five 
~jor ~pe~~ti@ns ~t ~ milk st~rage parlor for the various drivers indi@ated 
TAJU.1£ VIII 
RANK OF DRIVERS IN PERFORMING THE FARM STOP OPERATIONS, 
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, 1956 
«!>pen:1& t :ii.lOlmi Driver A B C D E F G H I J K 
H@ck up 2 
.3 4 1 5 7 6 9 10 8 11 
Weigh 2 8 1 3 5 11 7 10 6 9 4 
Sample 5 4 a 7 6· 10 11 9 1 8 .3 
Write ti@ket l 2 3 8 9 10 11 6 4 1 5 
UnlM.><,k 2 6 4 5 8 1 .3 9 1 11 10 
'f l!)ti! l l~ 23 14 24 33 39 38 4.3 28 4.3 33 
Rank in 1 3 2 4 6 8 1 9 5 9 6 
Effi@ien@y (tie) (tie) (tie)(tie) 
S0u1rnex Clhlputei fr0m survey data obtained from Central Oklahema Milk 
Proou@eirs Assc@iatien, Oklahoma City., Oklahoma, Sum11u1r, 1956. 
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t~t ~ ©@ll1ltt~nt linear relationship could be used f@r the farm step oper~-
tions of bulk milk pickup. Consequently the data for all drivers were 
pGll@led ~11Mi ·<Ii least si!j[uares regression «:«i!>mputed. This regression provided 
th~ b~sis for the following formula for farm stop time: 
(4 .3) 
N@ ~~mber @f stops per route 
X § hundredweight of milk picked up on each route. 
Xn g@n@r~l terms, the fixed time required fer e~@h stop was 7.5 
min~t®$ {Figur@ 5). Fixe@ time was defined as the amount of time required 
~t ®my milk parlor with zero pounds of milk picked up. This consisted ~f 
the time re~uired in ho~king up, sampling, weighing, writing the ticket 
<®ll1ld UlOJbJ(!)J©Jldl!llg o 
E$@h ~dditi~~l wne hundred pounds of milk re1uired .214 minutes 
additi~!M.l time f~r pumping out the milk. For example, if a producer 
hi&, 1500 p~ul!llds ~f milk, then Figure 5 indicates that a total of approxi= 
mately 10,7 minutes would be re~uired at this farm. This is 7.5 minutes 
fixed and ~pprexilll1itely 3o2 minutes variable time. 
Studies ~f these operations in 0ne other milkshed indicate a some= 
wh~t different tim® structureo Cowden of the Farmer Cooper$tive Servi@e 
~bt~ine~ estimates of 6.8 minutes for the fixed operations $mj 0.35 
min@t® per 100 p~~nds ef milk pumped; based on observations from two 
rii>utes. For the 1500 plO>l.llnd pi~kup, these estimates indi«:ate a total time 
~t the f®rm wf ~b@ut 1~ minutes which is somewhat higher for the same 
volume tb.$.n in the Oklahoma City milkshe<mo 
t 
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Figure 5. Estimated Aggregate Ti.me Requirecl Per Farm Stop Based on Volume Pumped, 
Central Oklahoma Milk Producers Association, 1956 
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Unloading and Testing 
At the time of the survey, the unloading operation was performed 
simultaneously with the testing of producers milk for butterfat content. 
The actual time of unloading (T4) then depended on both the facilities of 
the receiving plant and the time required by the driver for testing the 
milk. Generally, the testing required more time than the unloading and 
this may have resulted in the allotment of more time to the unloading 
operation than was actually consumed. Certainly the relationship between 
unloading time and vol~me was obscured. Waiting time appeared to be only 
a small proportion of the total unloading and testing time. Thus sepa-
rate estimates were not obtained. The average unloading and testing 
(including waiting) time was 52.89 minutes. Thus: 
(4.4) T4 = V + w2 = 52.89 minutes 
where 
V = the longer of the times for either unloading or testing 
w2 = the waiting time. 
Clean-up and Check-out 
On most routes the driver was required to dismantle and clean the 
pump and hoses and perform other cleaning operations. However, he was 
not required to wash the tank. The average time required for check-out 
was 36.23 minutes of which 29.05 minutes were required for the clean-up 
operations, Waiting time was rare in the clean-up and check-out opera-
tions and was included with the fixed operations. Thus: 
T5 = I 2 + w3 = 36.23 minutes. 
Miscellaneous Functions 
Some re@eiving plants re~uired truck weights @n the milk re~eived. 
When these weights were obtained, the time far the route was in@reased. 
An ~ver~ge of 6.5 minutes was spent at the scales plus any extra time 
involve~ in driving. H@wever, sin~e not all the routes re~uired truck 
weights, the total time was distributed over all routes. An average of 
4.61 minutes for e~©h route was used at the scales for weighing. 
Some ®riv~rs stopped for ~offee or meals 9 usually at mid~morning or 
l~n@h time. As ~n ~ver@ge for all routes, ~pproximately 26.77 minutes 
per r~ute were used for these purposes. 
The tot~l of s@ales time plus coffee or lun~h time was 31038 minutes 
per route. Thusi 
Summary 
Th~ ~ver~ge time w~s obtained for ea~h of the various fun~tions per= 
formei in bulk milk ~ssembly. The .first function, @he©k=in, used 34.90 
minute~ per rwute. The se~ond function, driving time, varied with distan@e 
tr~veled, road @lassification, ~nd road c0ndition. The average time was 
@bt~ined for e~©h r~ad @l&ssification and condition. Farm stop time, the 
third fu~@tion, re~yired an average of about 10 minutes per farm but the 
~@tu~l time varied dire~tly with the volume of milk pumped. The average 
time for ea@h of the retM.ining functions was as followsi 52.89 minutes 
per route f~r unl~~ding ~nd testing; 36.23 minutes per r~ute fer @le~n=up 
~nd ~he@k=out; ~nd 31.38 minutes per route for miscellaneous fun~tions. 
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The efficiency of the eleven drivers was compared for each of the 
operations performea at the farm stops. The statistical "F''' test for 
Ui!:b. cperation indicated that performance was significantly diff~re~t. 
among drivers. However, this test did not indicate which drivers were 
different frcm other drivers. The New Multiple Range Test was used to 
ietelrlllline such differences. There was an indi~tion at different levels 
cf the latter statistical test that some drivers were signifi@antly 
different in performing each of the farm stop operations; however, when 
@11 st~ges of the test and all drivers were considered, there was no 
driver whcse m~n time was significantly different from that of the ether 
drivers. 
ijener~lly drivers with the greatest length of experience tended to 
UH lHs time a11Mi to be mere efficient at the farm stop than did the 
newer drivers. In addition, drivers who bad higher levels of edu~tion 
seeme~ to be more effi©ient than those with less education. Younger aged 
drivers took less time than did older drivers to perform the farm stop 
@perations 9 p.robably be©ause of extra ndrive11 and ambition. 
Servi©e fun©tions and unexpected delays added various amounts of 
time to the normal total route time. The frequency of occurrence of these 
fu~©tions ~ni ielays was small; however, their appearance should be ex-
pectei0 One delay e~countered by the driver at the farm was to wait for 
the milk to settle because the agitator was on at the time of arrival. 
This o@@~rred ~t appr~ximately 5 per@ent Gf all stGps and the net additi~n 
t@ time w~s 3.9 minutes per step. A se@~nd major additi~n to time was the 
result of interruption by farmers talking to drivers or by disrupting drivers 
in s~me ether DMlnnero The drivers were detained by farmers at approximately 
3 per@ent ~fall f~rm stops whi@h resulted in an addition of 4.9 minutes 
for th~ f~rm stop function. @e~erally, the latter time represented a 
publi@ r~lations funetion for the Associatien and may have been valuable to 
the Ass@@i~tiwn. 
Some ineffi@iencies existed in performing the unloading and testing 
fun@ti~n. The time re~uired for unloading and testing might be lowered 
s~m~~hit if better fa@ilities and more efficient servi©e were provided at 
~d@itio!Tl®.1 proc~ssing plants. 
ANALYSIS OF COSTS 
Three major cost items in the bulk milk pickup operatiens were labor 
costs, tru@k and tank costs, and other costs such as e~uipment and over-
head @osts. Some of these costs varied directly with respect to total 
use an~ were defined as variable costs. Some did not vary with use and 
were:defined as fixed costs. 
l.1£b~r costs consisted of such items as haulers salaries, payroll 
taxes, clothing, laundry, supplies, group insurance, training, and ev~r-
head items. For the purpose of this analysis, haulers salaries and pay-
r@ll t~xes were defined as variable eosts and totalee $53,250.58 for 
1956 (Appendix Table XII). All other labor items were defined as fixed 
labor costs and totaled $8,793.60 for 1956. 
Truck and tank costs were tne major equipment costs and were divided 
into tw~ groupso The first group included costs which varied with road 
type a1Mil riDad @i!i>n!lition and were defined as variable tru@k @cu1ts. This 
in@lu~ed gasoline, oil, tires, sanitation supplies, truck rentals amd 
tru11:k amdl tank depred.aticnm.. Actual variable truek cests under this 
f~rmulation tGtaled $61,500.80 for 1956 (Appendix Table XI). 
Depreciation costs generally are not classified as variable costs im 
ec@nomic al!Wlyses. However, for purposes of longer range planning, it 
was felt thalt such costs iii vary with use - particularly as reui.ted te 
r~ds = amd should be included in any decisions relating to expansion of 
r@uteso T'be (depred.atioa rates in 195& were based. en a three year expe~ted 
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Uh for tru@ks and a 10 ... y~ar expected life for tanks. In view of sub• 
se~uent experien~e, depreciation costs in this analysis were based on a 
twl@=ye<i.ir expected life for trucks uud a seven"'year expected life for 
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tanks. This higher depreciation rate resulted in an increase in variable 
tr~ck @@sts of $4,252.27 for 1956 or about one cent per mile. In addition, 
the e~uipment which replaced that in use during 1956 was larger and the 
gasoline re1uirements were greater than in 1956. Thus an addition of 
$4 ,.351.29 w,u maie t@ vu:iable truck costs for the greater gasoline con.= 
s~mpti~~. With the extra depreciation and gasoline costs included9 
v~riable truck costs totaled $70,104.36. 
The seconi group of truck and tank costs included costs which did 
~ot vary with road type and condition. These costs were combined with 
imith®r fixed costs Gf the AssGciation, including overhead, which were 
asso©iated with the bulk milk hauling operatian. These costs totaled 
$24,483.2~ in 1956 (Appendix Table X). 
The Typical Route 
An attempt was made to use the time and motion data in Chapter IV 
tG allocate the 1956 annual or adjusted annual costs to the various 
functions performed i11 bulk milk assembly. Consequently, it was necessary 
to construct an average er typi@al route. This typical route will be used 
as a basis for determining the number of routes traveled in 1956 and the 
use of labor and truck time. 
Some of the fun@tions performed on the routes tended to re~uire about 
the same amount of time per route. These functions included T1 (che~k~in), 
t 4 (unlo~diug), t 5 (che@k0 out), and t 6 (miscellaneous fun~tions)o The 
total time fc,r these fuaetiCl)n.S was 155.40 minutes fer tb.e Association 
average route during the sample period. 
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'!'he average route during the sample period was 145.2 miles in length. 
This ico&llsisted of driving 38.8 miles from the Associatioim headquarters to 
the first stop, d:riv:b:ag 77 .8 miles between producer stops, and driving 
28.6 miles £rem the last producer stop to the unloading dock where_the 
pump-off o~~urred then to the Association head~uarters. The 1956 average 
:rcmte is :Ulustra'ted ia Figure 6. 
The iistan~es tr@vel~d frem the Association. to the first producer 
and from the last produ~er to the Associatien were combined to represent 
~ fixed mileage of 67.4 miles per route. The total time re~uired to 
t:rc!ivel th.is distance was 111.91 minutes and the average time reiqiuired was 
1.66 mi~~tes per mile. This average time reflected the relatively heavy 
c(i/)n@entration Qlf highway driving in the fixed er overhead portion of route 
driving time. 
The travel between produ@er stops generally included more gravel aai 
dirt r~&i!ds; @imiase1u.ellht ly speeds were lew-er·. It re~uired 155 .2 5 minutes 
t~ travel 7708 miles which was an average of 2.00 minutes per mile. 
The total rcute driving time was 267.17 minuteso This was obtainei 
by aiding the time of travel on the fixed portion of the route and the 
time Qlf travel between producers. It could be obtained by tee use of 
formula 4.2 as follows: 
(5ol) T2 6 145.,2 C l, 058 (.33.596) + 1.68 (.31.403) + 2.02 (3.378) + 
2.10 (1.199) + 2.20 (11.649) + 2.27 (9.738) + l.9i (0.499) 
+ 2.21 (3.556) + 2.48 (4.982)] 
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Figure 6. A typical Bulk Milk Route., Central Oklahoma Milk Producers Asso(:iation, 1956 
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The @ver~ge ro~te during the sample period in~luded 13 farm stops and 
the volume of milk picked up at each stop varied considerably. In order to 
refle@t V$riable volumes per stop, an average volume was determined for the 
first stop on ea~h routeo The same procedure was followed for the second 
st@>p ~nd f@)r ea~h of the remaining stops. The volumes are presented in 
It is re~ognized that this procedure may minimize the extent of 
v~lume ~~s desir$ble for the typi©al route formulation. The volumes in 
T$ble IX ~ere gsed with formula 4.3 to obtain the total time at farm stops 
f@r the typfoal route as follows: 
n 
T3 ~ n (7.5) + Z X. • 134.30 minutes • 
. i=l l 
The times fer performing all functions are summari~ed in Table X. 
Th@ t~t~l time w~s 556.87 minutes or about 9.28 hours. Apprexim.ately eme= 
half wf the iriver 0s time was used in actual driving, about one-fourth was 
us~d ~t the f~rm st~ps and the remainder was used in the various fixed 
Labor Costs 
tiwn re~tes. With an ~verage route length of 145.2 miles, approximately 
~»991 r~utes w~re traveled. At 9.28 hours per route, approximately ~7,812 
h~u~s ~f driver labor weuld have been used in 1956. 
A @ost ~f driver lab~r per minute was computed from this estimate and 
fr@m the re@@rd ~f salaries spent by the Association for labor. Variable 
Stop 
TABLE IX 
POUNDS OF MILK PUMPE~ AND TIME REQUIRED PER STOP FOR 
A TYFJ!'.ICAL ROUTE, CENTRAL OKLAHOMA MILK PRODUCERS 
ASSOCIATION, 1956 
!h11mbeir Volume of Fixed Pump-Out Total Milk Pi~ked Time Time Time 
u 
(pounds) (minutes) (minutes) (minutes) 
1 1185 .. 6 7.5 2.5 9.0 
2 1412.6 7 .5 3.0 10.5 
3 15~.5 7.5 3.6 11. l 
4 1274.0 7.5 2 .. 7 10.2 
5 1214.8 7.5 2.6 10. l 
6 1343.4 7.5 :2. 9 10.4 
1 14]2. 5 7.5 3.0 10.5 
8 1523.6 7.5 3.3 10.8 
9l 1123.4 7.5 2.4 9.9 
10 1.361.4 7 .5 ~L9 10,4 
11 l43L1!i1 7.5 3.1 10.6 
12 131~.6 7.5 2.8 10.3 
13 138500 7.5 3.0 10.5 
Tot.al 1754i.,6 134.3 
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TABLE X 
SUMMARY OF THE TOTAL TI.ME REQUIRED FOR A TYPICAL ROUTE, 
CENTRAL OKLA.HOMA. MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, 1956 
Minutes 
T1 (©he@k~il!:l!.) 34.90 
r4 (l.!Ll!l\l~dinmg .t.11:lld testbn.g) 52.89 
r 5 (@lean=up and ehe~k0 out) 36.23 
r 6 (mis@~llaneous fun~tions) 31.38 
T€i!lti.l Fixed Fil!l!:l!.~tio!'h 155 .40 
Percentage of 
Total Time 
6.27 
9.50 
6.51 
5.63 
t 2 (drivil!:l!.@J 
T.3 (fu:m st(IJ)p) 
267.17 47.98 
134.30 ~4.ll 
Tot~l v~ri~ble Fun@ti~ns 401.47 7?.09 
556.87 (9.28 hours) 100.00 
Sour©@: C\OO!p~ted from survey data obtained from Central Okl$hema Milk 
Pr~ju@~rs Ass~@i~tion, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Summer, 1956. 
this w~uld be e~~iv~lent to a variable labor Gharge of 3.19 ©ents per 
minute. 
Fixed l~bor @ests associated with bulk milk assembly in the Oklahoma 
~ity milkshed were $8,793.60. This was equivalent to about 0.53 ©ents per 
minute. Xf these @osts were spread uniformly over the functions performed 
in 1956, fixed L~bor costs would have been $2,454.29 for fixed fun@tions, 
$4,~19,17 for driving, and $2,120.14 for farm stops. 
L'li!.b~r Costs f~r Fixed Fun@tions 
V~ri~~l@ @ost of driver labor for the fixed fun~tions of the bulk 
milk r~~te totaled $14,862.24 for 1956. This was an average of $4.96 per 
route. The vari~ble labor cost for these functions ~ould have been 
®!bt.j,ined either from labor costs and the percentage of time far· fixed 
f 11eJ:n@tiions wr fr~m the average time per route ( 155. 40 minutes) and the 
$verage valfiable :tab@r @est per minute (3.19 cents). 
The fixed @ost cf driver labor for the fixed functions totaled 
$2,454.29 i~ 1950. The share of the fixed costs per route totaled $0.81. 
Thus, the aver~ge ariver labor eest (including fixed and variable shares) 
w~s $5.78 per r~ute. 
lwib@r Cost fOJr Driving Time 
~b@r @osts in 1956 were allo@ated to total driving time on the 
basis ~fa fixed an~ a variable element. Fixed laber @harges were basei 
en the p!:'oporti,(Qln of driving time to total time and were assumied to be 
$4,219.17. Variable labor charges were assumed to be 3.19 @ents per 
minute. If the variable @osts per minute are combined with the mi~utes 
per mU~ iirn f@rmubi 4o2, the. following variable ©Ost sG1'1.e.®!ule results i 
(5o2) VLC1 + D [s.(>4-o R1c1 + 5o.359 R1c2 + 6.444 R1C.3 + 6.699 ~Cl+ 
7 .018 ~Ca.+ 7 .241 ~c.3 + 6. 125 R3Cl + 7 .,082 R/l2 + 
1 .911 B.f3] 
Th~ variable labor @ost is given directly in this formula for roads 
in ~ay given @UJ.ssification. For example, if all roads were good highway, 
the v~r:Kable labor @ost w~uld be 5.04 cents per mile and for·500,ooo miles 
Gf tr~vel durimg a given year, the total variable labor cost would be 
$25,IOOoOOo (500,000 [5.040t] • $25,200.00). For @ombinatioas of road 
types aad conditions, the variable labor cost of driving ~ould reflect~ 
weighted average of the actual time involved .. 
Total labor @osts of driving would reflect both the fixed and vari= 
able elemeBts. Thus, total labor costs of driving per year would be: 
(5.3) I.lei= 4,219.17 + D [5.040 R1c1 + 5.359 R1c2 + 6.444 RlC.3 + 
60 699 RsCl + 1 .018 ~Ca + 7.241 a2c3 + 6. li5 It.fl + 
7 .oaa R/J,2 + 10911 R3c3 J 
Labor Cost for Farm Steps 
The variable labor ~ost per farm stop id.epenied on tke v0lume ef milk. 
pi@ked up. The physi©al relatienship for time used at these stops indi-
©~tej that 7.5 minutes were used for fixed operations and that 0.214 
minutes were usei for each huniredweight of milk pumped (Formula 4o3 in 
Clwpur 4). If the vilriable or marginal cost is 3.19 cents pet' mbu1te 
then the var:flAble labor ~est in cents for ea~h farm stop would be: 
To illustrate tae use of this formula, assume that a stop is made 
~ad t~t 1400 p@unds of milk are picked up. The substitution of X g 14 
in f~rm~l@ 5.4 results ia a variable labor eost of 33.4 ~ents (23.9 + .68 
[14]) for this v~lume of milk. 
The s!:Mlr~ of fixed labor costs attributable to the farm stops totaled 
$2,120.14 in. 1956. This is &in average of $0.71 per route er 5.5 ~ents per 
p:ri!IDl!iu~elb • 
The $verage laber ~ost in cents per produ~er, based on 1956 ~onditions 
w~uld be the sum of the variable and fixed elements as follows~ 
ALCF = 29 .4 + .68 X. 
This form~lation. of average labor ~ost is not usual in that th~ fixed 
element is expressed as an average rather than a total. It is also dif= 
f~re~t frwm thit @btained by applying average labor costs per minute to 
the physi~al relati~nship expressed in formula 4.2. The first formulation 
w~s pr~fer~ed fer this analysis, in spite of its short@omings, be@ause it 
app~ared to be more useful in subse1uent analysis of a potential farm 
st@p @h!n:ge. 
Tru@k Costs 
V~riable tru©k and tank costs totaled $70,104036, in@luding 
$~2J~60Q04 f~r depre@iation of tru©ks ani tanks. The a~tual time of 
tr~vel f@r trg@ks, 13,36606~ heurs, was the same as the driving time for 
drivers. 
If the v~riable tru~k ana tank costs are related dire@tly to the 
time @n the roaj, then the variable tru~k @ost would be 8.75 ©ents per 
m:bu11te., Multiplying t?mis rate by actual time involved in travel WGuld 
give ©Jn~ esti~te of @ost by road type and condition. These @osts would 
be ~s f@U&:))WS: 
(5.6} VT01 = D> [13.825 R1c1 + 14. 700 R1c2 + 17 .675 R1t 3 + 
18.375 l\?Cl + 19.a50 ~c2 + 19.862 ~c3 + 
16.800 R.3Cl + 19.425 a3c2 + 21.700 a3c3J 
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However, ©osts basec! on actual times overstated the costs of travel 
on highways and understated the costs of travel on gravel and dirt roads. 
The times were obtained on dry roaes during the summer months of 1956. 
This was a relatively dry period in Oklahoma and very little difficulty 
w~s en@o@ntered be~use of wet reads. When roads are wet aad muddy, 
e~uipment will not stand up as long and eccasionally additio!Ull time is 
re1uired as compared with dry road conditions. It not only takes extra 
time, extra fuel, and an occasional assist from a farm tractor or com-
mer@ial win@h truck, but it also means that the equipment may sustain 
intern.ill ~llliilge whi©h shows up later in motor overhauls and increased 
In an attempt to approximate actual ~osts on the various roads for 
~verage @onditicns over an entire year, the following assumptions were 
l. Ea@h minute f)f a~tual time of travel on highway roads WClluld 
@onstitute 1.0 unit of cost. 
2. E1.@h minute of actual time traveled on gravel roads woul«ll 
@o~stitute 1.5 units of cost. 
3. Each minute of actual time traveled on dirt roads would 
@onstitute 1.0 units of cost. 
On the b.iisis of tlnese assumptions, a total of 1,002, 78Q.89 units of 
@ost were involved ia travel in 1956. This would be a ~nit cost of 6.99 
@ents for the variable tru@k cost category. The formula for. variable 
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truck ~~sts by roaj types under this formulation would be: 
(5.1) VTC2 ="D [11.044 RlCl + ll.743 RlC2 + 14.120 RlC3 + aa.019 R2Cl 
+ 230067 ~c2 + 23.801 ~c3 + 26.842 R3c1 + 
31.036 a3c2 + 34.670 a3c3J 
Fixed costs, in@luding other equipment and overhead were $24,483.22. 
If these c~sts were distributed uniformly over the miles driven, they 
would have been equivalent to 5.627 cents per mile. 
Ave~~ge tru@k ~osts per mile, based on average fixed tru@k costs 
~n~ the se@ond formulation of variable truck costs would be as follows: 
(5.8) ATC= 5.627 + D [11.044 R1C1 + 11.743 R1c2 + 14.120 R1c3 + 
22.019 a2c1 + 23.067 a2c2 + 23.801 R2c3 + 
26.842 a3c1 + 31.036 a3c2 + 34.670 R3c3J 
As was in~icated in the section on labor costs, this formulation departs 
from the usual average cost formulas. 
Total Costs Per Mile 
Total @osts per mile for trucks and labor are sunmarized in Table 
XI and Figure 7. These costs are based on formulas 5.3 and 5.8 and 
in@lude only a@tual driving costs. They do not cover such costs as 
@he@k=in, unloading or clean-up. 
In Fig~re 7, the c~sts for the various classes of roads averaged 
as follCllwsi 24 .. 5 cents per mile for pavement, 37.0 cents per mile for 
gravel, an~ 44.5 cents per mile for dirt. It should be neted that these 
~irt ro~ds are wet and mumdy, actual truck costs may rise sharply above 
TABLE XI 
fCIOS"I' lOlF JDJRIVJCN!G ON VARIOUS TYPES AD CONDITIONS OF ROADS, 
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA. MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, 1956* 
Road Cl.s!SS Share of +-
Fixea Costs 
Variable Cost'i Total Fixed 
@!° Con;iditiwn 
* 
60596 
6.596 
60596 
60596 
6.596 
Eii.596 
6.596 
6.596 
6 .. 596 
Truck Labor Total and Variable 
(cents per mile) 
11.044 5.040 160084 
ll,743 5.359 17.102 
14.120 6.444 20.564 
22.019 6.699 28.718 
230067 7.01s 30.os5 
23.801 7.241 31.042 
26.842 6.125 32.967 
31. O 36 1. 082 .38 • 118 
34.670 7.911 42.581 
Cost 
22.680 
2.3.698 
27 .160 
35 • .314 
36.681 
37.638 
.39.563 
44 .. 714 
49.177 
Based en time ~ests for labor and umit costs for the variable 
11 
@oimpillln11imt t!illf @Hts for t:ru@ks. Unit costs for trueks were set.ermined as 
fwllwws: one min~te on a highway road is 1,0 unit ef vari~ble @~st, 1.0 
minute on a gravel road is 1.5 units of variable cos~; and one minute on 
a dirt r<Nid is 2.0 units of variable cost. 
t 
Fixed Costs: 
Truek alil\d't!llverhead 
LablQl'l!:' 
$24,483.22 
4,220.05 
$28,703.27 
'it. ,JI l~@lu&@~ in Var.Mible C~sts: 
Tru@k and t~nk 4,pre~iation $22,900.04 
Sour~eg Computed from survey data obtained from Central Oklahoma M~lk 
PrlQl~ue~rs Asso@iatioa, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Summer, 1956. 
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th~ ~osts indi~ated in Figure 7. Also during months when dirt reads are 
dry, a~tual tru~k costs may decline relative to these average costs. 
Costs of Bulk Milk Assembly on the Typi©al Route 
A sul!milry cf the time and cost ·associated with ea~h function per= 
f~rmed @nm the typi~al route of the Association is presented in Table XII. 
The two primary ~lassifications used were fixed functions and variable 
fwnr1;; Uonms. 
Th~ Hxed fu11tcti<t\1111MJ inicluded check~in, unloading, cbe~k=out, and 
mis~ell$1rnH11!,lls functions. 'Ihe variable labor cost of perferming these 
fwn~ticns totaled $4.96. This together with a share of the fixed labor 
~(;)St rHulted in a total cost of $5.78 per route or 44 cents per pro~ 
idl.u@~r. 
The variable ful!llct:i.on included driving and farm stops. Driving 
@osts we:r~ further subdivided into overhead driving and driving from one 
prcdu~er to ancther. It was assumed that all overhead driving was on 
highway ~f whi~h half was classified as good and half was ~lassifie~ as 
f~i:r. \Ufnde:r this assumption the t10tal overhead driving ~ast averaged 
$15.63 p~:r route or about $1.20 per produ@er. Driving between producers 
~v~:r~ged $25 0 87 per rcute or about $1,99 per produger. Farm stop ~csts 
ave:r~ge~ $4.99 ,er r~ute based on average volumes per stop. This was 
e~~ivalent to 38 ~~nts per produ~er. The total cost f~r the typi@al 
:r~ute w~s $5~.~7 or $4.0~ per producsr. 
Cost ~f Addi~g a New Produ~er to the Typi@al Route 
The detailed 1n:e~k~own of labor and truck c:osts .ass~@i~ted with the 
~per~ti@n$ irnvolved in bulk milk assembly may be used t~ ev~l~$te the net 
TABLE XII 
AWRA~E IAILY TDm AD tCIST FOR EACH MAJOR FUNCTION PERFORMID ON A 
TYPI\CAL lU)\UltE, CINTRAL OKLAHOMA MILK PR.0DUCER.S ASSOCIATION, 1956 
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Time Labor Cost Truck Total Cost · 
Fulll@tion (min= Variable Fixed. Total Cost Per Route Per 
utes) Share Producer 
Fixeid F'iJll!ILC tion.s 
«::Jhe~k=in .34.90 $1.11 .18 1.29 
---
$1.29 $ .10 
lhl!.liNiiimg 52.89 1.69 .as 1.97 1.97 .15 
~he~k=e1:1t 36.23 1.16 .19 1 . .35 1.35 .10 
Misce llan,ecus 31 • .38 1.00 .17 1.17 1.17 .09 
Total 155.49 4.96 .aa 5.78 $5.78 $ .44 
Variable Functions 
Dl:riviimg 
Overhead 67.4 miles 15.63 1.ao 
Between producers 77.8 miles 25sS7 1.99 
Total 145.20 
mUes 267.17 a.52 1.42 9.94 $31.56 $41.50 $.3. 19 
Farm Stops 134.3f> 4.28 .71 4.99 4.99 .J8 
$52.27 * Total c~st Per Route $4.02 
* ~ete:rmi~ed f:rom the total cost per route and differs slightly £:rem 
t!me s~m of the @osts for indiviiual items. 
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eff~~t ~f a,ding aew produ~ers to existing routes. For example, suppose 
there was a pr~•ucer ceasidering the installation of a bulk tank who was 
l~cated northeast of producer lo. 2 on the typical route. This produ~er 
is new shipping about 400 pounds per day in cans. However, if he con-
verts tCi» bulk, th.ere is reason t0 believe that he may increase preiu1t1tioa 
by ~5 percemt. If he succeeds in increasing production, he will ship 
ab@ut 1,009 po~mds per pickup on alternate days. For this production, 
he may Tm$.ve a herd of abGut 26 cows averaging 7,000 pounds per cow per 
y~r. this prw~u@er is located in Zone 3 which means that he will be 
~'barge, 35 @emts per 100 pounds for hauling. At this rate, the Assc~iam 
tion w~uld gross $3050 per pickupo 
Can the Associatien afferi to let this producer install a bulk tank? 
?h~ amsw~r depends, of ~curse, on a number of fa~torso The first ~ues= 
ti~n obvi~usly is "hMI mu.ch extra driving would be necessary?~ This 
pr~,ucer is l~cated seven miles from producer Ne. a.and in view of the 
r~~ @wmditiems it will be necessary to back track on the route. Thus, 
a t~tal ~f 14 miles would be added to the route. 
'rhe SlHIO!nd 1uestiien is "what kind of reads must be tra.veled.?" In 
this ©ase, c~nsiier tllat 2 miles are good hignway, 3 miles are fair 
gravel, 1 mile is fair dirt, and l mile is poor dirt. Since the road 
must be back trackej, total travel will be 4 miles on good highway, 6 
miles on fair gravel, 2 miles on fair dirt, and 2 miles on poor dirt. 
The costs tc the Association can be determinei from Table XI as 
fl!i!IUOWS i 
©\Qi@~ Highwily 4 miles 
F@:b: Gravel 6 miles 
l$\il!:' Dirt :2 miles 
lP'@@lr llllirt 2 miles 
Extni ©OB t of driving 
Extr~ l~bcr ©est at the farm 
iot~l of extra ~osts 
at 16.084 = o.64 
at 30.085 
"" 
1.81 
at 38.118 
"" 
.76 
at 42.581 
"" 
.85 
4.06 
.31 
$4.37 
Th®se @xtr~ @osts in@lude the wear an4 tear on tru@ks and tanks but 
th~y i~@l~de n@ @o~tribution wbstsoever to other overhead costs of run= 
nin; the b~lk t~~k pi@kup service. In addition, they do not proviie for 
the fixe~ lab~r @osts such as laundry and driver supplies. If these 
@@$ts were i~@luded, the total ~ost of adding this produ©er would be 
$4.37 pl~$ 9~ @®nts f~ir fixed @@sts of eriving plus .07 @ents for fixei 
@@sts @f l~b@r ~t th~ f~~m t~ make~ tot@l of $5$36. Even at this higher 
@~st th® pr@~u@er is n©t slw.ring the route ~osts of ©he©k=in, driving 
f~©m C@1l11tr@l Okl@hom!ll. Milk Pr~du~ers to the first pr©l@u®er, ~n@ other 
items. 
With in@om® at $3050 per pickup and @ests at $5.36 p®r pi©kup, ~ 
l@ss t@ th® Asso©i@tion is inevitable. It is not so mu~h the a@tu~l 
dist~@@® whi@h will make this unprofit$ble as it is the kind of ro@ds 
tr®vele@. If the diirt r@@ds were paved, the total extira @@sts w~ld 'wi\ve 
bee101 $3.41 whi@h wol!lll<d be slightly less th@n income. A sHght @wntri= 
butiwn wo~l~ be IM,~e to th® overhead. Just graveling the dirt ro®ds 
w@ul@ help @ut @@sts @lth~l!llgh ~ loss would still exist. Total extr~ 
@@sts imi tJ;11® l1&tter @si,Ste W©>uld b~ $3.~6 a1!1ld total @(Q)sts woiuld be $4.93. 
Th~$~ e~mples were used in order that the impertamce of type and 
@@lll\diti®lll\ wf r~ads ~~ @~sts of bulk milk assembly might be brought inte 
f®@us. They als~ illustrate ~ne way of using the data to evaluate the 
illl\@@me @n~ @@st pwsiti~n to the hauling agency of adding,~~w produ@ers 
t@ existilll\g ro~teso 
Suamary 
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?be time ~n~ motion data were integrated with the 1956 i~@ome and 
@@st $@@®ulll\ting ~t~ to wbtain estimt&tes ef unit @~sts of perf~rmimg 
sp@@Ui@ folll\@til!)ns in bulk milk assembly. Unit @osts for labor were 
};;tjs~d wn minutes use~ i11 performing each functian. Unit @,Hts for tru@ks 
~n~ t$1ll\ks were based on assumed relationships between time of travel en 
the three Jr@@@ typesi highway, gravel, and dirt. The ~ssumed relation~ 
ships were that @ne minute on a gravel rGad represented 50 per©ent great= 
er v@ri~bl~ t:rnll@k ©~st than one minute on a highway road and one minute 
@n ~ ~irt r@@d represents~ 100 per~ent greater variable tru@k ~@lst th~n 
on~ min~te ~n a h~gbw~y r~~do 
Costs of p~rf@rming the specifi© fun@tions ef bulk milk ~ssembly 
represente@ the pr@pwrtio~te shares of time in minutes multiplie~'by 
the unit ©w:sts o F©lr the fixed fun~tions of :running a route, the va:rb1ble 
l@bor ©@st W$S $4.96 in 1956 and the share of fixed labor.@ost w~s $0~82. 
Thus th~ @v~r~ge l@bGr @@st was $5.78 per route. 
©:@su 10>f ~riving aependei\il o~ distan.@e tr~veled, ro~d ~l<ll!ssi:H@ati<0>n, 
@md r~@d @oncliti©no Ave~®ge @csts of driving in 1956, in©luding l~bor 
~nd tr~@k @~sts 9 r@nged frwm ~ low of 22~68 ~ents per mile fer good 
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The average labor cost for each farm stop was expressed with a 
fixed and a variable portion. The fixed portion was 29.4 cents. The 
v~riable portion was 0.68 cents times the volume-of milk pumped. The 
It appears that cbaages may be made to increase efficiency in the 
bulk milk transportation department of the Association. The Association 
m.il'Kllagement is faced with the dilemma of adding some producers ~to obtain 
greater market control ani of refusing to add some producers because of 
~igh c~st transport~tion @~nditions. The relatively large proportion of 
jirt r~ads, particularly on the western side of Oklahoma City, is indica-
tive @f the direction of decisions made in the face of this delimma. 
Travel on these dirt roads has been costly aad in many cases the indivi· 
d~l prod~cers located oa the dirt roads nave not shared the full cost 
;. 
of the transportation service. Much the same condition exists with 
respe@t to individ~l farm driveways. 
The decisiwn to ~dd a producer who is located on a dirt road should 
be ~de with full recognition of the consequences.· These conse~uen~es 
in@l~de direct extra costs on these roads, hidden extra costs, and delays 
in route pickup. It would seem desirable that the decision to add a new 
produ@er should be made by the person in cha~ge of the transportation 
department. A check list to be used in this decision might be as 
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l. ls the farm situated on an all·weatner road? 
2. Are all bri,ges ade~uate for loaied ~anks and trucks? 
3. Are the farm entrances sufficiently wide to accommodate present 
tru@k a~d tank e1uipment? 
4. ls the farm ~riveway classified as all-weather? 
5. Is the income from the volume of milk per stop sufficient to 
c~ver the cost of driving the additieaal mileage for this 
pl'«l!ll!tt@H'? 
6. ls the farm ~ulk milk parlor layout accessible and c~nvenient? 
A negative answer to any eae of these points should be sufficient to rule 
~gab.st ~«!ding a new prod.u~er. 
In the event that the decision of this manager was unfavorable for 
~~ding~ partic~llalr prcdu@er, the producer snould be able to appeal to 
tbe miuling @Cllmmittee er some other appeal beard.. Then, if the mauger 
is overr~le~ ~n~ the pr~,u~er is adced, a net loss on this route might 
be expected. 
Individ~l farm driveways can be as difficult, if not more diffi-
@ult, t~n tbie. cU.rt roads. Thus, it would appear that eac:h producer 
sh~uld be re~uired t~ ~ve a driveway surface which gan be ~lassified as 
all=weather before he is added to a route. Producers on existing routes 
shoul, be en@curagei, and eventually required, to meet the s~me drivew~y 
spe«::if i@~ tions. 
A~LYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE HAULING RATE SYSTEMS 
th®~~ @~e sever~l b~si~ methods which might be used for d~termining 
the b~lk milk tr@nsport~tion charges to producers. Among these basi~ 
m®th@ds @r~i (1) ~ st~nd~rd flat rate per 100 pounds of milk, (2) a zone 
r@t~ p~r 100 po~nds of milk with zones related to dist~nces from~ cen-
tr~l p@int in th~ milkshed, $nd (3) a flat @h~rge per stop. 
Wh@n b~lk milk pi~kup was initiated by the Centr~l Okl~homa Milk 
Fr@~~~~rs Associ~tiGn, ~ st~ndard flat rate of 25 cents per 100 pounds 
of milk w~s th~ method employed by the Association tc price the tr$nspor-
t@ti@ns®ir.vi~e t© pr@dw~ers. This method ~d the ~dv~ntage @f simpli©ity 
in ~dmini$t~~tiwn @nd in producer underst~nding. However, it did not 
refle~t th~ ©@Sti inv~lved in transporting milk from produ©er f~rms t@ 
pl@nts wh@n thes@ f®rms were not e~ually distant from the pl2nts. Thus, 
th®re W®S the pr@bl~m of e1uity of pricing the transportation servi@e to 
f~rm@rs. 
th® ~se of the st~nd~rd flat rate pri~ing pr~@edure resulted in 
high@r ©@sts to the Ass@©i@tion than were anti©ipated at initi~ti~n of 
th® b~lk milk tr®nsp@rt~tiwn servi©e. At this time the @~n type pi©kup 
service whi©h w~s being displa@ed was priced en the b~sis of distan©e 
tr$wele~, Ch~rges v~ri~j from ~bout 25 cents per 100 pounds f~r prod~©~rs 
r~l@tiv~ly ~l@ij~ to th~ pl~nts to as mu~h ~s 50 cents per 100 pounds f@r 
pr@du©~rs r~l@tiv~ly f~r from the plants. 
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ij~ the b~sis gf these charges, t~e in~entive for produ©ers to change 
t~ the bulk system wer~ greatest at the periphery of the milkshed and 
these distant pr~~w©ers ~ctually were first te make the transition. This 
resulted in a ©wn~entr~tion of farm stops at greater than average dis-
tan@es frwm the plants, which in turn, caused relatively high transperta-
tio~ costs per 100 pounds. Under these conditions, either the producers 
who were l~cated rel~tively close to the plants were helping to defray 
the transportation @~sts ~f producers l~~ated further from the plants, 
@r, if deficits to the Asso©iation o~curred, all members of the Associa-
tion were helping to ~efr~y these costs. Either situation appeared ~u= 
a©@epbi!ble for the long=run interests of the Asseciation. 
In April, 1956, the Association ~~ngei its pricing procedure from 
@ st@n@~r@ fl~t r~te to a gone rate per 100 pounds of milk. Zones were 
established on the basis of 20-air-mile intervals. Con©entri@ @ircles 
with the @enter in OklaholM1 City were drawn on township and range !M.ps of 
Okl~honll/6t as illustrated in Figure 8. Produ©ers who were lo©~tei in the 
interv~l between two @ircles were @barged the same rate per 100 pounis of 
milk. The ~ones ~nd @~rges per zone are presented in Table Xlll, 
This m®tho~ represented a @ompromise between a standard flat rate per 
100 pounds @111!.d@ r@t® ~s@j en distance. As such it incorp~rated both 
~dv@nt@ges @~d dis@jv@~t@ges of ea©h method. The 20=air-mile ~one rate 
system re~uired somewhat mere effort to establish transportation ~ht!lrges 
whi~h were @ppli@@ble to indiviidual producers but, on~e est~blished, it 
w@s rel@tively easy to a~ministero In addition, it was more e1uitable 
@m((l)ng pr@du©ers tMn the st@mridlarid flat charge and mCllst prtWdu©ers under-
stood this pri©ing system. However, preblems of e~uity among prcdu©ers 
.~ 
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still existed under the zone pri~ing system. Costs of transportation were 
greaiter fo,r producers located at the outer fringe of the zone than for 
produ~ers lo~~ted ~t the inner fringe of the zone. Also, this zone may 
h~ve resulted in different ~barges to neighboring produ~ers who were 
lo~~ted on @pposite sides of the same roado There was also the ~uestion 
of whether ~ir-miles or miles from the producer to a ~entral point with 
travel on the mest direct hard surfaced road should determine the zone 
Zone 
TABLE XIII 
SCHEJD)UU!: OF CHARGES USED BY THE CENTRAL OKLAHOMA MILK 
PRODU~ERS ASSO©:IA?ION, APRIL 1956 THROUGH JUNE 1958 
Number Miles Inclusive Charge per Weight Uim 
l 0=20 .25 
a 21~40 030 
3 41-60 .35 
4 61 and over .40 
Hliln.dred 
~ents) 
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Im@ome and Costs for the Standard Flat Rate 
~uring the 1956 calendar year, a total of 46,732,376 pounds of bulk 
milk was pieked up from farms by the Association. At 25 cents per 100 
pounds, this would indieate a gross income of $116,830.94. The costs 
in©urred by the Asso~iation totaled $148~028.20 in 1956 and with adj~st-
~nts f~r uirger e,uipmeat and higher depreciation rates would have 
totalei $156,631.76. Using the latter costs, a net loss of $39,800.82 
would ~ve o@@urred for the bulk milk hauling operations of the Asso~!a-
tion in 1956 under t~e 25 eent flat rate. This would be a loss of 8.52 
@ents for ea@h 100 pounds of milk, or ab0ut $13.28 per r~ute. This 
would be e1uivalent to about $1.02 for each producer per pickup or about 
$186.00 per producer per year. 
These ©ost and in~ome figures indicate that the flat rate charge 
must be $t least 33.5 cents per 100 pounds for 1950 density of producers 
and road co~ditions if the bulk milk hauling operations are to break-
even. At a c~rge les~: thmn 33.5 cents per 100 pounds, a deficit would 
exist which would re~uire a transfer of funds from some other segment 
of the Asso©iation a@tivities. 
Even with the sa~ producers and no reorganization of routes, it 
would appe~r thslt ea@h producer would have to increase his ~ily average 
volume of production by about 400 pounds if the Asso@iation were to break= 
even on the hsluling oper~tions under this pricing systemo This extra 
v~lume, of course, ~o~ld ~ot be handled on the present routes and would 
re~~ire adeitiollY.l routes whieh would incur extra costs. 
A va~iation of the st~ndard flat rate method is a standard charge per 
stop pl~s a fu.t rate per 100 pounds of milk, The usual premise for su~h 
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~ p:ri@iimg system is thi.t it would ©Ost almost as much to stop for a small 
v~l~m@ p:r~~@@@r ~s for a large volume producer. 
Xim th~ ~n@lysis ~f Ch~pte:r V, the average per stop ©ost was 29.4 
@®~ts pl~s 0068 @eimts times the volumeo This indi~ates that a ©ost of 
~lm@st 30 @~nu W,j!S assoi©iated with the usual operations of pi@kilt'l.g up 
milk ~t the f~:rm even if no pump=out time were re~ui:rred. Thus, a charge 
@f 30 @~lThts per st~p might be levied against ea@h prodt.wer O Suie:h a 
@h®rg~ in 1956 w@ul@ have de@reased the potential defi~it @f the standard 
fl~t r@t~ pri@iimg method t~ $~8,112.52 per year or to 72 ~ents per pi©k= 
This portion of the average cost does not allow for overhe~d items 
s~@h ®S Ghe@k=in, testing, lun~h, time at scales, and ©heck=out. Nor 
d©es it ~ll©w for $lril ~ve:!!:'~ge ~uantity of milk pi~ked up. As an average 
f©:r ~11 :r©l!.lltes samplei, with these overhead costs and the volume of milk 
iim@luded, Ull~ per stop @iwst would <!llmount to about 82 @ents. Under the 
p:r~seimt :r,ait~ st:rn.Jl@tl!.llre, 82 ~ents per stop weuld substitute foir five Gents 
©f the h~l!.llling r~te SQ f~r as income to the Asso@iation is @oncernedo If 
this @wairge were levied ~g$inst ea@h pr©ducer for ea~h stop plus the 
st~n~~:!!:'d fl~t r~te @h~rge per 100 pounds of milk, the defi@it would have 
been @@t t@ 20 ~ents pe:r 100 pounds in 1956. The lwuling :r~te unde:r this 
system w~uld be 8i @~nts pll!.lls 25 Gents pe:r 100 pounds. A fixed @!large 
of $lo00 per st~p W@uld be re~ui:red to nmke inie:~me ~nd @@sts ~ppr(Q)Xilll.!htely 
®~wai.l s@ l@ng ~s the r~te remained at 25 ~ents per 100 p@undso 
The in@lusi@n of®~ 82 ~ent stop ch~rge would h~ve the effe@t of 
in@r®~$ing the effe@tive r~tes f@r small volume pr~du@ers ~nd de~re~sing 
th® eff®©:tive r/3ites f@r l&i1rge volume produ@ers. For a v@hnme of 500 p®itmds 
this ~@uli b~ 82 ©ents plus $1.25 for a total charge of $2007 per stop 
@r ~bowt 41 ©ents per 100 pounds. For a volume of 8,000 pounds, this 
would be 82 @ents plus $20.00 for a total charge of $20.82 per stop or 
@bout 26 ~ents per 100 pounds. 
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This pri@ing system would recognize the close relationship existing 
between ~ost and volume, but it would not reflect the ~osts associated 
with dist~n~@, Instead, the rate per 100 pounds of milk under this 
$y$t®m must ~e high enough to @over costs asseeiated with distan©e. Su©h 
r@tes g®n®r~lly dw n~t result in e~uitable pricing of the servi~e for pro= 
~~@®rs, 
A@ ~ttempt w~s !Mlde to use the sample routes to ev~lu~te in©ome $Gd 
©osts for ~one pri©ing of the transport&tion service. It w~s ~ssumed 
t~@t g~n~r~li~~tiwns derived from income and cost data applied to the 
s~mple r@utes would be ~pplic~ble to the total oper~tions of the Asso= 
@i~ti@n. 
Gener~lly, the s~mple routes were distributed geographic~lly in the 
same proportion ~s the t~tal of all routes. Also, these routes were ~bout 
~wer~ge in volum~ ~f milk h~uled per mile. Data from the 44 r~ute s~mple 
in@i©~ted tlmt 773,302 pounds of milk were picked up at the f~rm which 
re~~ired t~t~l tr~vel of 7,161,4 miles. This was abeut 108 pounds of 
milk h®uled per mile 1~ the sample as compared with the Association 
aver$ge of 107 p~unds per mile for the calendar year 1956. 
Inc@m~ received by the Association for milk transportation under the 
~~~~ pri@i~g methwd w~s @wmpute~ from the sample routes. A zone rate 
based@~ 20=~ir-mile intervals was determined for the geographical loea-
ti~m Qf ea@~ proiueer om each sample route. This rate was multipliei by 
the ~@t\llal V(l'))lume 4ilif milk en the day of tae sample to ebtain the gross 
im@(l'))me f4ilir ~@h pr~du~er. These gross ineemes were sammed to obtain a 
gross i~@ome of $2,377.82 for all sample routes. 
T0tal @@sts were @omputed from the total miles driven on the sample 
r~utes ~~i the average @ost per mile, adjusted basis, for the @alendar 
year 1956. These @~sts t~ttiled $2,577.89 fer the sample routes. 
the IO=air-mile ~(!'))me pri@ing procedure would have resulted in a uet 
jefi@it of $200.07 for the 44 rGutes or about $4.55 per route. The 
defi@it per procbacer stCllp would. be approximately 35 c:ents aad the deficit 
f~r the @alem~ar ye$r would be about $13,636.00. 
T~®r® is s~me justifi@ati~n for pri@ing the transpqrt~tion servi@e 
in lime with the @Qst of providing this service on the basis of a per 
st@p @QSt plus a ~c~e r~te per 100 pounds of milk pickup. Ac@erdingly, 
$~ @ttempt w~s ID$de tq evaluate the effect of this pricing prG@edure. 
Am aver~ge per step cost of 82 cents was used as in the previous se©ti~m. 
This aver~ge CQSt was iefi~ed im su@h a way as to include driver labor 
@osts ~t the f,j,rm plus a pr!l>portioute share of the labor ccsts involved 
im the fixed fun@ti~ns su@h ~s @he@k=in ~md unloading. If the charge of 
ii @eats per stop were leviei against ea@h producer, then the mauling 
r<ilte i~ ea@h ~one ~~uld h$ve been reduced by tw0 ~eats per 100 pounds to 
keep in@~me and @osts approximately e~u.al. Actually, a net return of 
$31.92 or 13 cents per route would have been realized on the 44 routes. 
this would be e«![1£ivaleat te almost six cents per prod.tu:er or .1. tl![!ltal of 
.$2, 188 .oo f10>r the @citlenur ye.iir 1956. 
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This pri@ing pro~edure would have the effect cf increasing the 
effeit:tive rate far s.mall volume producers and decreasing tb.e effe«:tive 
r~te fer l~rge v~lume producers. For example, a p~oducer with a pickup 
volume of 500 pounds in Zone 2 (250 pounds daily) would pay 82 cents plus 
$1.40 (500 pounds~~ 88 cents per cwt.) or a total of $2.22. This would 
be ~bout 44 @ents per 100 pounds as compared with 30 cents under the 
regul$r zone pri@ing pro@edure with deficit conditions. The large pro-
~u@er, on the other h~nd, would have a reiuced'rate relative to the 
regul~r ~~ne pri@ing. A pr~ducer. in Zone 2 with 8,000 pounds would .pay 
$W.ii pl~s $22.40 (8,000 p~unds at 28 cents per @wt.) or a total ef 
$23.a2. this W©lul~ be ~bout 29 cents per 100 peunds as compared with 30 
c~nts under the jeficit pr~duciug regular zone pricing. An average pro~ 
~@@®~ il1l Z~~e ~ ~ith 1,368 pcunds w~uld pay 82 cents pl~s $3~82 ~r a 
t~tal ~f $4.65. This woul~ be about 34 cents per 100 pounds which is 
slightly higher t~n ul1!der the regular z~ne pricing procedure with 
deficit @~nffliti~ns but is abcut the same as under a z~ne pricing system 
whi@h ent~ile~ n~ loss t~ the Association fer the bulk milk !mauling 
i!llperati@n. 
@enerally, the ad~:ttion of a per stop c~st plus thsi-,r!lliu~ed- ~c'gae,.ra.te 
wo~ld increase the t~ansp~rtaticn charges mere fer small pr~duc~rs l~cated 
relatively @l@se t©l O~lah@ma City than f~r small producers letated at 
gre~ter jista.n~es fr~m ~kl~hema City. This o~curs be~ause of tb.e l!lature 
~f ~®11Uimg ~ fixe.lffl. elem®111t to the variable ZtQ>ae pri,dng. A fixed ~narge 
~f 82 @ents @n ~ 500 p~~nj velume w~uld be e1uivalent to an effe~tive rate 
of about 16 ~ents. In per~entage terms, this weuld be a greater in~rease 
for a low ~one rate than ftfflir a b.igh zone rate. Fer example, the 500 
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stop ~~@rge @nd ~3 @ents per 100 peunds) of about 39 @ents per 100 
pou~d v@l@me in Zone 4 woMld have an effective rate of about 54 @ents 
p®~ 100 p@~nds {$0.82 per stop charge and 38 cents per 100 pounds) whi@h 
W©ul@ b~ 14 @~nts higher than the regular zone rate but an in@rease of 
I~@@m® @~d Costs fwr 5-Air-Mile Zone. Rates 
Z©n®s s~ll~r th~n 20=air-mile intervals would minimize the problem 
v 
of un~1@it~ble @~rges fwr transportation as related to distan@e within 
.. 
44 routes o~ @b~~t $~051 per rwuteo The s@hedule of @h~rges whi@h wwul~ 
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TABLE XIV 
SlCHElDlULB OF HYPMHET:J.!:tCAL ZONE RATES BASED! ON 5-AIR-MILE INTERVALS, 
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION 
Rate 2er 100 Pounds 
i 011M~ !h1mber Miles IB~lusive Wi..tJ:iout Step -With Step 
Charge Charge {82e} 
l 0 ... 20 26 iO 
2 20.1-25 29 23 
3 25.1-30 .31 25 
4 30.1-35 3.3 27-
5 3501-40 35 29 
6 40.1-45 37 31 
1 45.1-50 .39 .33 
8 50.1-55 40 34 
9 55.1-60 41 35 
10 60.1-65 41 36 
11 65.1-70 4.3 37 
12 70.1-75 44 38 
13 75. l-80 45 39 
14 80,1-85 46 40 
15 8501-90 47 41 
~ ?" . The rates in~rease Gne ~ent 
fer ea.~h ~dditiou l 5~mile 
0 z@ne. 
r~tes w~~l~ be less thiln tne 20-air-mile zone rate but for distances 
gre~,ter t!Mln 25 miles there would be a higher rate. These higher rates 
refle~t the l~rger income necessary for a break-even position of the 
Ass~@:uLti~n. 
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If~ per st~p ©hil.rge of 82 cents per producer were combined with the 
5=mil~ ~~ne r~te system, then each zone rate could be reduced by abeut 6 
cents per 100 p~unds of milk (Table XIV). Income from these routes would 
be slightly in excess ~f ~~sts. Generally, the rates under the Slll!lller 
~~nes wwwl@ be m~re e~~it~ble among producers and the rates would be some-
whl&t higher f~r dis~n@es greater than 85 miles as cempared with the 20= 
~ir-mile ~~ne systemo 
The in@lusion of a per stop cost under the 5~air-mile zoue system 
@f pri©ing w@~l~ in@rease the effe@tive rate for hauling milk from small 
v~l~me pr@~u@ers and de@rease the effective rate for hauling milk frem 
Utrge v~lu~ pr~du©ers. It would also result in a greater per®entage 
in@rease in hauling rates for producers l~@ated relatively closet~ 
ijkl~h@msi City t~n f@r the same size produ@ers lo~ated at greater distances 
fr~m Okuih@mta City. 
·Swomary 
Estimi!tes of in@~me and @osts were maje for alterimative ~uling rate 
syste~s @f the Central ~klahoma Milk Producers Association. ,~nerally, 
these estimates indi~te tbilt ~uliag rates should be in@re~sed in erder 
tl1®t the bulk milk assembly operations might be a pr~fitable departmemt. 
Rates under the n~w disc~rded flat rate system would have to be im@re~sed 
~b~~t 8 0 5 @ents t~ 33.5 @ents per 100 p0uads. Rates under the @urrent 
~0=$i~-mil® ~IO!n@ system WIO!uld hav® to be in~reased about J.O ~ents per 
100 pi0!1.1lll1l@S o 
It ~ppe~~s t~t a 5=air-mile zone rate would minimize the problem 
~f ~n~1Yit$ble @~rges f~r tr~nsportation as related to distance within 
~@ll'!l~s. Folb this l'@~son, it is recommended that the 5=air-mile ~one rate 
syst®m be @~l'efully @IO!~sidered in the determina.ti0n of rate structures 
f@ir bulk milk ass®mb ly in Oklahema 0 
Th® ~~~itilO!n IO!f a per stop ©barge t~ the rate structures would 
©@@tri[l)ute t'~ m@ri!ll ®(!jll!llits1.ble @hllrges ~moll'!lg large and sma 11 p~odul[;;~rs, 
?hep~~ st~p @~~~g~ ~w@ld in@rease the effe@tive rate most for the small 
pr@~u@ers l@@~te~ rel~tively close to Oklahoma City. 
At pres~nt, it ~ppe~rs that a larger &nd larger prop0rtion of pro= 
~@@®rs @@~ing bulk t~~ks ~ill have relatively snmll volumes of milko 
Thws, e@@h prw~u@®~ sh~uld @ontribute to the direct @osts i~volved ~t 
his f@irm pl~s s~me sh~re of the fixed costs of running the routeo A per 
st@p @h~rg~ plus~ ~@te per 100 p@unds would be more e~uitable between 
l®rge ~n~ smffill pr~dw@ers~ The per st~p @barge @euld be levied once e~@h 
month f@r b@@kke~ping @onvenien@eo If new pred~@ers ~mding bulk t~nks in 
the f~t@~~ @~® likely tw ~ve stM.11 volumes, then @osts @f hauling TM.y 
in@ir@~~~ ~n@ugh t@ f@r@~ ~n in~re@se in r~t~s f<!))r ~11 pr~du@@rs. This 
@@1!Jll@ r@~1!Jlllt in:n ~ @@mtiimu@@s upw-ard ~djustment in h~l.llling l'i~t~s @luring the 
@@mbllg ye.j.lt'S whi@h W@l!lll@ll b® ind@pendi£mt <!))f @Nl!IJg~s b11 the gen~r1a1.l pri~@ 
ll@v@l il!il th@ @@@@@myo 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIGNS 
The ©entral pr~blem area ef this stgdy involved the bulk tank trans-
p@rtati@~ @f milk in the Oklahoma City milkshed. This problem was 
@~mined fr~m the st&adp~int ~f varying cost conditions and alternative 
~~ling rate _strtt@twres f~r the Central Oklahoma Milk Producers Assoc:1.a· 
til!))n. 
?he drivers were ©~mp~red on the basis ef effi©iency in perf~~ming 
e~@h @f the f~n@ti@ns. A!\1\alysis ~f varianee iadi©ated that there-were 
signifi@~nt differen©es between drivers in performing each functiQn. Tne 
Ne~ M~ltipl® ~~ge test w&s ~sei to dete:!!'.'lDine whi@h drivers were signifi= 
@$ntly ~iffere~t fr~ the ~ther drivers in perf~rming the fun©ti@ms. 
Howev~r, when the five D!l&jGr functions were p~ele~ and.the drivers @l!MD-
p~red, there were a~ significant differen@es betweem irivers. 
Servi@e fua@ti~ns an@ ~nexpe@ted delays ad,ei additioMll&l time t~ 
th® n®lr~l t®ltal r®~te time. The fre~uen@ies @f these fun~ti~ns and 
@el~ys were S!Mlll ~~t they should be expe@tei. In a limited number of 
@~s®s ~rivers were ietfiined by farmers interrupting the nermal pi@kup 
~perati®ln. ~®~~rally, the ajditiel1!81 time represented a publi@ relations 
fun@ti@)IDI f®lr the Ass@@:uiti@lln and may have bee111 valuable t~ tb.e Asse@ia~ 
ti®ln. 
The time an~ m@ti@n CM!.ta were integrated with in@ome and @@st 
a@@wu.nting ll!!au. _f(®l!:' 1956 t@ ®lbtain estimates of unit @osts of performing 
~pe@ifi@ f~tm©ti@ims. It ~~s f@u11Mi tut the average ©ost was $5 o 78 pell:' 
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@l~ssifi@ati~m, and roa4 ~onditiom. Based on the distribution of miles 
driven in 1956, ~verage costs per mile were as followsx 24.5 cents for 
highw~y, 37.0 @eats for gravel, and 44.5 cents for dirt. 
is @ostly am~ in m®ny instances where individual producers are added on 
be ~de with f~ll recognition of the @onse~uences. Normally, the person 
3. Ar~ the farm ~ntrances sufficiemtly wide to accommodate presemt 
tru@k ®n~ ta~k e~~ipment? 
4. ls the f@rm driveWily @lassified as all W«Mither? 
5. ls the im@ome fr@m the volume of milk per stop sufficient to 
@over the @@st @f driving the additiomal mileage for this 
pr@~u@e~z 
in terms of usimg b~lk tank f®@ilities, meet a mimimum driveway spe@ifi~ 
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Estim®t®s cf i~@~m® ~nd @ests were IWllde fer alternative hauling rate 
syst®ms @f the C@ntr<iil Oklahoma Milk Proiu@ers Association. Under the 
fl@t r@t~ system, ~uling rates would h2ve to be about 33o5 @ents per 100 
p@u@dso Z@n® systems of pri@ing the hauling servi~e appeared to be more 
®~witilbl® tMn time fl1&t r~te system. Rates under the 20-a:ir-mUe ~gne 
syst®m in @s® f~©Jm April 1956 through June 1958 would have to be in~reased 
by @b@l!Jlt 3.0 @®nts p®r 100 pounds far the Association to ~@ver ~osts. A 
pr@p@s@@ system @f 5=~ir-mile ~one rates appears to be more e1uitable fQr 
bulk m:Uk @.SS@mbly illl IQJk~h@IM.. 
?h@ @~~iti@n @f@ p~r stop ~h~:rge to the rate stru~tures would ©@n= 
trib1!Jlt@ t@ more ®~uit®ble @h&:rges among large and small produ@e:rso It 
&ipp@@rs tlm®.t ~lllly pr@du@@rs ~iepting the bulk tailnk system in Okl~homa will 
lMlv@ $m@:U v@lLl!ml@S @f mUko H th:n.s o@@urs, the @@SU wf h&.1illHimg ~y illll= 
@r®@se en@~gh to f@r@~ ®llll in@~e$se in the r~tes for ~11 p:r@du@~:rs. A 
gr®@tf!,:r pir@p@irti@ITh @f st®:U vw],ume bulk milk p:r@dlu@f!,lt'S @©Juld :result in ,ill, 
@@1lllti1llll!Jl@@s 1illp~@ir@ ®~j1!Jlstm®1lllt in h&uling r~tes whi@h w@uld be i1lll~ependent 
@f @h®IThges illll th~ gen~:r~l p:ri@e level in the e@on~my. 
A~@iti@~lL st@dies sh@uld de~l with density ~f pr@~u@ers ~~d its 
effe@t @@ th@ ©Oits @f bulk milk assemblyo Alsw, the effe@t of we$ther 
sh@~l@ b® ©@~@fully @xilmi@®~" The extent of ~dditiw!M!l @osts $nd depr@©i= 
$ti@n r@U~$ be@®tl!Se @f v@ri~ble we~ther @igiru~Htions $t'il1l nwt knowllll. Sp&J@i:U.@ 
studies ~nder v~ryiirug @on@itions sho~ld be ~rr~nged tw determine th~ effe@t 
of w~~th~:r ©n the @@sts ~f bulk milk ~ssemblyo 
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APPENDJIX TABLE 1 
BULK MIU{ PICKUP AT FARMS BY BOLTONuS DAIRY, CHICJU.SHA,- IOKJLAHOMA, JUNE 5, 1954 TO 
JOECEDlUl 31, 1956 
1954 1922 1950 
Numbe:ir: of Pounds c»f Number of Pounds of Number of 
Pr~du@ers MUk Produ@ers Milk Produ@ers 
.34 4.38,745 34 
34 409,506 34 
.34 466,765 34 
34 467,177 34 
34 4~.3Jl349 34 
1 68,590 34 406,800 34 
u 98,800 34 384,114 34 
ao 103,760 34 351,438 34 
Pounds of 
Milk 
425,755 
389,366 
442,622 
430,345 
426,575 
367,a14 
.346,497 
324,607 
September .30 275,622 34 377,ao9 34 32.3,6.30 
October 35 378,414 34 394,249 34 397,279 
November 35 431,376 34 417,051 34 415,501 
December 34 4441629 34 4421698 34 4,22 216~ 
TOTALS l,801Jll91 5,009,101 4,724,556 
Source: Bolton°s Dairy, Chickmsha, Oklahoma. 
'° 
'° 
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APPENDIX TABLE II 
l\ULK. MILK PICKUP AT FARMS IN THE Ola.AROMA CITY, OKIAI!~ MILKSHED 
MAY 7, 1955 to DECEMBER 31, 1956 
Number of Pounds of Percentage of Total Market Month Producers Milk Number of Pounds of PrC?f~u·s ,.,J1~Jk:...-.. 
1955 May 4 75,746 o)O .48 
Jwine 20 204,787 1.49 1.42. 
July 36 492,787 2.66 3.51 
August 61 9.38,422 4.37 6.74 
September 76 1,329,024 5.40 8.97 
October 86 1,807 ,:561 6.06 u.;s 
November 94 1,93.3,201 6069 12. 6.3 
Dle@ember 100 _21.126,~ 7.23 lJ.2,2 
8 a90L119 z.4J 
1956 January 107 2,.319,315 7.80 14.24 
Febru:mry Ul 2,305.,278 8.15 15.,20 
~r@h 120 2,825,309 8.8.3 16.48 
April 1.35 .3,207,044 9.80 18.55 
May 149 3,549,291 11.04 19.99 
June 161 3,474,.370 11. 70 2L05 
July 175 . .3,618,864 12.95 22.29 
.August 199 .3,792,290 14.48 14.24 
September 235 4,684,328 17.03 28.62 
Oii:tob1n 249 5,609,.3~ 17.82 31.30 
Jfovember 255 5,575,838 18.61 32.18 
niec::ember 263 2a9llzJJ1 19 • .37 ;;go49 
46,872,56.3 ·a.3.12 
Sourc:e: Milk Market Administrator, Dairy Division, Agricultural Kt.rket-
ing Service, United States Department of AgricniltUtre, Oklahoma 
City., Oklahomao 
APPE:ml!IX TABLE Ill 
BULK MILK PICKUP AT FARMS IN THE TULSA, OIUAHOMA MI.LKS:BEDl 
. MAY, 1956 TO DECEMBER 31, 1956 
Number of Pounds of Percentage of Tot~l ~rket Month Produ©ers Milk Number of Po1;1.nds of Produ@eiss Milk 
~y 29 1,258,763 2.40 6.27 
June 34 1,214,397 2.82 6.95 
July 45 1/318, 989 3.75 1.11 
Aug}!J\$1 t 69 1,814,595 5.52 11.02 
S@ptembe:r 79 2,223,330 6.27 12.87 
0©.t@beir 98 2,919 ,.326 7.68 15.53 
Novembeir 100 3,015,565 7.89 16.52 
lDJe©embe:r 105 3,303.774 8.31 17.44 
Tot~l 17,068,739 l:L8 
Soiuir©.~ ~ MUk ~t'ket Adminbt:r/Slto:rr, Dl1dry Dlivision, Agriw ltu:r{all M®rketing 
Seir:vi©.e, Unit.®d $t@.tes ll).lep<lli:rtment of Agri@ulture, Okb1J11@~ City, 
Ok~h\{))m@.. 
APPENDIX TABLE IV 
BlUJlLol{ MILK PICKUP AT FA.RMS IN THREE OKLAHOMA MILKSHEDS, JUNE 5, 
1954 TO DECEMBER 31, 1956 
Number of · Pounds of. Percent of 
Month Producers Bulk Milk Total Milk 
1954 June 1 7 68,590 ,22 
Jl!llly 11 98,800 
.35 
August 20 103,760 0 37 
September .-JO 275,622 .97 
Oict(llber 35 378,414 1.45 
Nev ember 35 431,376 .1.39 
r@e@ember 34 4941629 1.52 
TOt$ll l 1821119 l .88 
1955 J~n~ry 34 438,745 1.35 
Febiru~ry 34 409,506 1.37 
Miir~h 34 466,765 1.32 
April 34 467,177 1.29 
May2 38 '529,095 1.45 
June 54 ·611,587 1,90 
July 100 876,901 2.85 
IMllgust 95 1,289,860 4.31 
September 110 1,706,233 5.39 
Oictober 120 2,201,910 6.61 
November 128 2,350,252 7.26 
liJe~ember 134 212681949_ 1°12 
Total l,2 1916 1980 2°22 1956 Ju1.uary 141 2,745,070 8.20 
Febr~ry 145 2,694,644 8.59 
Mi.rd:i. 154 3,267,928 9.11 
April 167 3,556,576 9.57 
Hiiy3 212 5;235,259 13.69 
Jullll® 227 4,995,977 14.36 
July 254 5,484,350 16.34 
August 302 5,931,492 18,29 
Septembenr 348 7,iJl,288 21.29 
(O)ctl@ber 381 8,925.907· 24.05 
November 389 9,006,904 25.02 
l@e@ember 402 9162018:Z:6 22.68 
'l'ot~l 68 z 7221611 l6 1 JO 
@rimd To~l 84,493,842 8.24 
~1\Jllk m:Uk pi@kup began on the Chicka.~hll ~rket June 5, 1954. 
2»ulk milk pi@kup began on the OkAanoma City market May 7, 1955. 
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3First ~te avail~ble for pounds of bulk milk on the Tulsa market. 
S0ur11:e g Milk Market Administrator:, Dairy Divisicm/Agri@ultural Marketing 
Servi@e., United States Department of Agri<!:!ulture, Oklahoma City 
~nd Tulsa, Oklaho~; Bolton°s Dairy, Chickasha, O~lahoma. 
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APPENDIX TABLE V 
MILES TRAWLE:!.> AND T:n:MES PER MILE FOR EAST AND WEST HIGHWAY ROADS, 
CENTRAL OKI.AROMA. MILK PRODUCERS.ASSOCIATION, 1956 
FAD. POOR 
:No. of :No. of:Elapsed:No. of :No. of:Elapsed:No. of :No. of:Elapsed 
Route:Obser= :Miles: Time :Obser- :Miles : Time :Obser= :Miles : Time 
:vatioims; : (min.) :vations: : (min.) :v.s.tions: : (min.) 
29 
14 
8 
12 
13 
3 
H 
17 
20 
149.3 
36.2 
.36.l 
86.4 
69.9 
15.5 
100.7 
148.8 
278.l 
E~st 127 92L C 
Ave. tim® pet mile 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
ll.O 
57 
6 
6 
29 
119.2 
270,2 
79.8 
70.0 
148.8 
242.0 
58.6 
55.7 
140.2 
1.38.4 
.34.0 
162.5 
236.2 
409.2 
EAST ROA.DS 
23 135.1 210.1 
12 42.9 84~9 
7 34.6 54.0 
12 57 .2 ll3.8 
17 194.6 340.6 
13 90.4 170.0 
7 71,3 126.8 
24 180.4 294.0 
31 122.0 208.4 
1476.8 146 
l.60 
928.5 1602.6 
1,73 
150.2 
459.4 
107.3 
124.l 
220.l 
26 
16 
10 
11 
30 
WEST ROADS 
228.2 
34.6 
60.7 
82.6 
169.4 
374.4 
73.2 
92.8 
137.6 
246.8 
5 
3 
2 
2 
8 
4 
l 
3 
10 
l 
4 
2 
7 
West 108 688.0 1061.1 93 575.5 9~4.8 14 
Ave. ti~ per mile 1.54 
'rt®ta 1 East 
aimed 
West i.35 
Ave. time per mile 
l.61 
1.68 
9.5 
5.6 
10. l 
1.3 
21. 7 
5. 7 
7.5 
33.3 
26.0 
120, 7 
1.1 
8.0 
4.9 
27.1 
41.1 
15.0 
18.5 
13.9 
2.4 
57.5 
11.i 
18.2 
62.9 
53.3 
252.9 
2.10 
1.7 
16.3 
6.8 
48.6 
73.4 
1.79 
161.8 326.3 
2.02 
Sour©e: Cemp~t~@ from survey data obtaiaed from Central Oklahoma Milk 
Prod~@ers Asso©i~ti~n, Okl$homa City, Oklahoma, Summer 1956. 
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APPENDIX TABLE VI 
MILES TRAWLE~ AND TIMES PER MILE FOR EAST AND WEST GRAVEL ROADS., 
CENTRAL OXUAHOMA MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, 1956 
GOOD FAIR. FOOR 
:No. of :No. of :Elapsed:No. of :No. of:Elapsed:No. of :No. of:Elapsed 
Ro\lJlte:Obser= :Miles : Time :Obser- :Miles : Time :Obser= :Miles : Time 
:vations: : <min,> :vations: : (min.) :vation.s: : (mine) 
EAST ROADS 
A 3 5 • .3 u.6 27 96.l 229.2 34 139,5 322.8 
B 5 9.4 23.8 18 27 • .3 75.1 5 6.2 29.2 
IC 12 21.6 49.5 4 5.9 15.1 
D 26 29.5 79.7 1.3 27.4 70.7 
I 1 6.1 9.4 17 26.6 69.6 4 2.8 9.5 
r .3 7~9 1.3.0 5 u.7 25 • .3 7 25.5 64.3 
(; 2 1.2 2.9 9 9.7 2.3.l 5 12.2 34.7 
H 5 11.0 18. 7 31 105.4 204.7 13 25.4, 50!6 
I 26 20.9 52.4 47 69.5 151.i 
'JC'ot~l 
East 19 41.5 79.4 171 348.8 808.6 1.32 314.4 748.7 
!:ve. time per mile 1.91 a.32 2 • .38 
WEST ROADS 
J 4 2.3 6.3 17 55.2 109,3 20 85.6 163.1 
K 4 1,3 5.1 19 ,32.9 77.5 6 8.4 26.7 
L l 3.4 15.0 9 17.4 44.6 6 12.8 31.2 
M 4 a.7 1.3.9 16 36.o 73.2 4 .3.1 5.6 
N 1 . 2 .6 .34 67.6 116.5 12 42. l 83.5 
Iot~l 
West 14 15.9 40.9 95 209.l 421, 1 48 152.0 .310.1 
Avlfi. tim® per mile :iiL51 2.01 a.o4 
'Iot~l E~st 
u11d 
West 33 57.4 120.3 266 557.9 1229. 7 180 466.4 1058.8 
Av®.. time peir mile 2.10 2.ao 2.27 
Sour@e: Compute~ frGm survey data obtained from Central Oklahoma Milk 
Producers AssGci~tion, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Summer 1956. 
APPENDIX TABLE VII 
MILES TRAWLED AND TIMES PER MILE FOR EAST AND WEST DIRT ROADS, 
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA. MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, 1956 
GOOD FAIR POOR 
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:No. of :No. of :Elapsed:No. of :No. of :Elapsed :No. of :No. of :Elapsed 
Route:Obse:ir:= :Miles Time :Obser- :Miles : Time :Obser- :Miles : Time 
:v®tions: . (min.):vations: : (min.) : vat ions : : (min.) 
EAST ROADS 
A 1 4.1 7.6 
B 1 .9 1.5 5 4.5 18. 7 
C l 1.0 l,l 6 5.8 .18.3 
JJ) l .7 1.7 5 9.1 17.2 
E 3 2.6 6.o 3 9.7 18.9 
F l 1.9 4.5 4 7.8 20.6 
' H 2 .7 3.9 4 8.2 20.l 
I 2 2.6 5.7 l .6 1.8 
Tot®l 
E.!ll.St 3 l. 7 5.0 18 22.7 57.8 19 .35.8 84.8 
Ave. tim~ pier mile 2.94 2.55 2.37 
WEST ROADS 
J 5 9.2 19. 5 12 43.0 100;1 
K 15 15.2 .31.6 44 64.0 139.4 .39 54.7 156.4 
1, 1 4.0 4.2 7 15.3 39 .5 11 26.7 68.6 
M l 3.0 5.2 20 25.2 58,7 9 14.4 40.0 
N 19 33.9 62. 7 30 64.0 141.9 
Tot&ill 
West 17 22.2 41.0 95 147.6 319 .8 101 202,8 507.0 
Ave. time pe:ir: m:Ue 1.85 2.17 2.50 
Totsl E®st 
ISll!.'l.dl 
West 20 23.9 46.o 113 170.3 377.6 120 238.6 591.8 
Ave. time pell'.' mile 1.92 2.2a 2.48 
Sour<C®~ Computied from survey data obtained from Central Oklahoma Milk 
Frodu~ers Asso~iation, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma., Summer 1956. 
APPENDIX TABLE VIII 
"F" TEST FOR THE VARIOUS OPERATIONS PERFORMED BY DRIVERS 
· AT FARM STOPS, CENTRAL OKIAHOMA MILK PRODUCERS 
ASSOCIATION, 1956 
d.£. s.s. M.S. 
HOOKING UP 
Total 491 325.05 
!Group 10 27.57 2.76 
Error 481 297.48 o.62 
F 
obs = 4 .. 45 > 2.37** 
SAMPLING 
Total 491 310.09 
Group 10 71.86 7 .19 
Error 481. 238.23 0.495 
F ""' obs 14.58 > 2.37** 
WRITE TICKET 
Total 491 3i6.20 
Group 10 20.46 2.05 
Error 481 295.74 0.615 
Fobs"" 3.33 > 2.37** 
WEIGHING 
Total 491 194.65 
Group 10 31.81 3 .. 18 
Error 481 162.84 0 • .339 
F b ""9.38 > 0 S 2.37** 
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F 
4.45 
14.52 
3.33 
9 • .38 
total 
Tot~l 
APPENIJ!lX TABLE VIII (Continued) 
d.£. 
491 
10 
481 
2.37** 
s.s. 
UNHOOKING 
316.20 
20.46 
295.74 
TOTAL OF ABOVE 
491 10848.66 
107 
M.S. F 
3.33 
Group 10 323.9175 32.3918 1.4804 
Errl{l)ir 481 10524.7425 21.88 
** Signifi©ant at the 99 percent probability level. 
Sour©eg Computed from survey data obtained from Central Oklahoma Milk 
Pro~u©ers Asso©iation, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Summer 1956. 
APPENDIX TABLE IX 
STUDENT aven TEST FOR OTHER SERVICES, CENTRAL OKLAHOMA MILK 
PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, 1956 
:EX u.2 
N 
x 
s 
X 
S= 
X 
Comp~rison: Delivery Servi~es 
=x 2 
Delivery 
134.4 
1455.86 
13 
10.34 
2.35 
.65 
Comp~rison: Agitator On or Off 
IXQ 345.9 
ix~ 4823.95 
R 27 
X 12 .81 
s 3.89 
~ .~ 
X 
.845 
1.178 
.896 
3.248** 
Comp~rison: Produc~r ~t the Bulk Milk P~rlor 
ix 198.3 
l.X2 2776.39 
N 15 
x 13.2 
s 3.33 
~ .86 
X 
.97 
t "" 5 .26** 
12Ll 
1174.09 
1.3 
9~32 
1. 96 
.54 
267.2 
2814.42 
27 
9.9 
2.56 
,49 
121. 7 
1029 0 59 
15 
8,1 
1.74 
.45 
4PPEDIX TABLE IX (Continued) 
Cemp~rison: Waiting to Milk 
t n 
tt Signific~nt at the 99 percent probability level. 
2.628 
58.6 
503.28 
7' 
804 
1.46 
.55 
Source: Computed from survey data obtained from Central Oklaholl!Bl Milk 
Producers Association, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Summer 1956. 
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APPENDIX TABLE X 
SCHE~Ull..E OF OVERHEAD AND TRUCK COSTS FIXED WITH ROAI)) CLASSIFICATION, 
CENTRAL OKI.AROMA MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, 1956 
Tru@k ~nd Tank Insurance 
C~mpens~tion lnsuran©e 
S~nitation Supplies1 
Feder.ml Use 'I&llx 
Li@ense Pates 
1IJJtilities1 
l Tr.!llve l Expense 
Offi@e Supplies1 
1 Telephone $nd Telegr~ph 
Freight ~nd Hauling1 
Re@eiving Pl$nt Depre~i~tion 
l PlAi.nt Re~:b:s 11nd Mainteunce 
Pump Bous@ ~~d Pump Depre~iation 
But~ne T~nk Depre©iation 
Boiler Depre~i~tion 
Offi©e Building Uepre@:uition 
Post~ge1 
Dues $nd Subs@riptions1 
Property 'l'i.xes 
Interest Expense 
Misc@ U.!llneous 
Total 
~5,366.87 
4UL37 
1,194.63 
587.50 
4,785.5.3 
2,197.51 
2,394.18 
1,.368.86 
516.97 
60.87 
951,20 
862.70 
541.32 
127 .59 
159.96 
234.83 
212.76 
127 .12 
139.72 
2,232.73 
2.00 
$24,483.22 
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1t,hese items ID!ll.Y be ©lassified as variable costs for some analyses. 
these items totale@ $8,935.60 in 1956. 
Sour@e: Audit Report, Centn.l Oklahoma Milk Produ@ers Association, Okla"' 
hom@. City, OkMAhonw., for period January l, 1956, to December .31, 
1956. 
APPEDU TABLE XI 
SCHEDULE OF TRU~K C~STS VARIABLE WITH ROA~ ClASSIFICATION, 
A~JUSTED F~R 1957 EQUIPMENT, CENTRAL OKIAHOMA 
MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, 1956 
Adju~tment i~ fuel ~Gsts for 1957 e~uipment 
1956 D~p~~~i~tion Costs Assumed to Vary with Ro®d Conditions 
12,710 • .37 
5,937.40 
18J647. 77 
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APPENDIX TABLE XII 
SCHE~tn.E OF LABOR CiSTS, CENTRAL OKLAHOMA MILK PRODUCERS 
ASSOCIATION, 1956 
Costs V~ri~ble with Roai Classific:ation 
'I'ot~l 
Costs Fixed with Road ClJ!ssification 
~rivers supplies 
'I'otal 
Tot~l L®bor Costs 
$52,082.68 
lzl67.90 
1,520.76 
102 .23 
47.41 
223020 
6.900.00 
= 8,793.60 
$62,044.18 
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APPENDIX TABLE XIII 
MILES DRIVEN A~ VOLUME OF MILK PICKED UP, CENTRAL OKLAHOMA 
MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, 1956 
Month Miles Driven Volume 
J~nwu:y 23,234 2,319,315 
FebrW1ry 25,847 2,305,278 
Mf£ir©h 29,486 2,825,306 
ApirU 32,056 3,126,231 
~y 36,480 3,549,921 
June 35,031 3,414,366 
July 37,778 3,618,864 
August 37,500 3,792,290 
September 42,062* 4,684,328 
\'1· 
a 
O©tobeir 45,000* 5,609,302 
November 45,114 5,575,838 
l!'lie©ember 45,665 5,911,337 
Total!. 435,129 46,732,376 
* Estimated. 
~our@e: Central Oklahoma Milk Producers Association, OklahoIUi City, 
Okahoma and Milk Market Administrator, Dairy Division, 
Agricttltur$l Marketing Service, United States Department of 
Agri@ulture, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 
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